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SEPTEMBER 2021SEPTEMBER 2021
A NOTE ON THIS ISSUE:A NOTE ON THIS ISSUE:

WWelcome to the September issue of MPTelcome to the September issue of MPT. . The bigThe big  

news this month is the rnews this month is the retureturn of the 94th annn of the 94th annual ual 

WEFTECWEFTEC,, the w the world’orld’s lars largest wgest water quality exhibit,ater quality exhibit,  

for an in-perfor an in-person evson event in Chicago.ent in Chicago. MPT has selected  MPT has selected 

some standout companies for ysome standout companies for your attention in thisour attention in this  

month’month’s s TTrrade Shoade Show Prw Prole (pgole (pg.. 12). 12). Check out these  Check out these 

FFeatureatured Exhibitored Exhibitors while ys while you’rou’re in the e in the WWindy City!indy City!  

And with a nod to the crAnd with a nod to the crowd at owd at WEFTECWEFTEC, w, we e 

serservve up a double-sized edition of our monthle up a double-sized edition of our monthly y WWater & ater & WWastewater Fastewater Focus ocus 

section.section. Fir First upst up, fr, frequent MPT contributor Dell equent MPT contributor Dell WWilliams rilliams retureturns with ns with “7 “7 Tips Tips 

TTo Achieo Achievve Better,e Better, F Faster Sewaster Sewer Cleaning” (pger Cleaning” (pg.. 20).  20). WWater prater professionals ofessionals 

charcharged with cleaning municipal sewged with cleaning municipal sewerer, storm,, storm, and sanitar and sanitary lines face a host y lines face a host 

of challenges,of challenges, and tr and tried-and-true,ied-and-true, exper expert tips art tips are alwe always in need.ays in need.

AdditionallAdditionallyy,, inno innovation is at the heart of the water industrvation is at the heart of the water industryy, and John , and John YYap ap 

of Aquatic Informatics sharof Aquatic Informatics shares a success stores a success story of new technology pay of new technology paying ying 

off for Califoroff for California’nia’s Ris Riververside Public Utilities (pgside Public Utilities (pg.. 24).  24). At a time when most At a time when most 

mmunicipalities runicipalities relied on sprelied on spreadsheets and pen-and-paper readsheets and pen-and-paper reporeporting,ting, RPU  RPU 

implemented AI’implemented AI’s s WWaterTaterTrax to consolidate and automate wrax to consolidate and automate water quality ater quality 

sample data trsample data transferansfers frs from the laborom the laboratories.atories. The r The results will impresults will impress.ess. Enjo Enjoy!y!

J. Campbell, EditorJ. Campbell, Editor
Modern Pumping TodayModern Pumping Today
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NEW NOVATECH CEO SEEKS TO CONSOLIDATENEW NOVATECH CEO SEEKS TO CONSOLIDATE  
ORGANIZATION AND PRODUCTSORGANIZATION AND PRODUCTS
NoNovaTvaTech announces the appointment of Conrech announces the appointment of Conrad Oakead Oakey y 
as their chief exas their chief executivecutive offe officericer.. Oake Oakeyy,, who originally who originally  
joined Nojoined NovaTvaTech in 2000,ech in 2000, includes among his many includes among his many  
accomplishments consolidating the management of theaccomplishments consolidating the management of the  
twtwo business units (poo business units (power and prwer and process automation),ocess automation),  
simplifying online orsimplifying online orderdering and customer support, as wing and customer support, as well ell 
as continuing to impras continuing to improovve the functionality and ease-of-e the functionality and ease-of-
implementation of the companimplementation of the company’y’s thrs three pree product lines.oduct lines.

In his prIn his previous revious role as vice prole as vice president of stresident of strategy and ategy and 
commcommunications,unications, Oakey focused on w Oakey focused on web technologies,eb technologies,  
searsearch engine optimization, and other digital march engine optimization, and other digital marketing keting 
strstrategies while trategies while tracking or managing multiple high-leacking or managing multiple high-levvel el 
change initiativchange initiatives within the ores within the organization. He continganization. He continues ues 
to drivto drive the digitization of intere the digitization of internal information and wnal information and workork  
prprocesses to incrocesses to increase rease responsivesponsiveness to customer needs.eness to customer needs.

During the pandemic,During the pandemic, he successfully shifted No he successfully shifted NovaTvaTech’ech’s s 
commcommunications bunications by intry introducing weekloducing weekly educational pry educational productoduct  
wwebinarebinars for their pos for their powwer business customerer business customers and adopting s and adopting 
rreal-time web-based collaboreal-time web-based collaborations to supporations to support prt process ocess 
division customerdivision customers during installations.s during installations. These inno These innovationsvations  
helped keep Nohelped keep NovaTvaTech engaged with their customerech engaged with their customers s 
during a perduring a period wiod when thehen they could not visit them in pery could not visit them in person.son.  

As CEOAs CEO,, Oake Oakey has a pry has a priority meeting with Noiority meeting with NovaTvaTech’ech’s s 
customercustomers as markets begin to open ups as markets begin to open up..  “I want to make sur“I want to make sure e 

I spend as mI spend as much time meeting with customeruch time meeting with customers and advs and advocating ocating 
for them within our orfor them within our organization as possible,ganization as possible,”” sa says Oakeyys Oakey..  

  
GWS TOOL GROUP ANNOUNCES MONSTERGWS TOOL GROUP ANNOUNCES MONSTER  
ACQUISITIONACQUISITION  
GWS GWS TTool Grool Group announces it has acquiroup announces it has acquired Monster ed Monster TTool ool 
CompanCompanyy..  TThis is the fourth acquisition in 2021 for GWS his is the fourth acquisition in 2021 for GWS 
TTool Grool Groupoup,, and the second w and the second west coast acquisition best coast acquisition by they the  
UU.S.S.-based manufactur.-based manufacturer.er. The acquisition of Monster  The acquisition of Monster TToolool  
CompanCompany adds significant depth to both the GWS genery adds significant depth to both the GWS general al 
purpose and high-perforpurpose and high-performance standarmance standard prd product poroduct portfoliotfolio..  
Their rTheir robust offering of end mills,obust offering of end mills, dr drillsills, b, bururrrs,s, and r and reamereamerss  
expand upon or fill in prexpand upon or fill in product gaps for GWS.oduct gaps for GWS. Their Their  
grinding expergrinding expertisetise,, geog geogrraphyaphy, and e, and exceptional serxceptional servicevice  
rreputation will fureputation will further elether elevate the GWS vvate the GWS value pralue proposition oposition 
bby enhancing our pry enhancing our product and seroduct and service capabilityvice capability,,  
parparticularlticularly in the wy in the westerestern United States.n United States.

Located in Located in Vista, California, Monster Vista, California, Monster TTool is a rool is a recognizedecognized  
leader in the manufacturing and distribution of solidleader in the manufacturing and distribution of solid  
rround cutting tools with a commitment to peround cutting tools with a commitment to perpetualpetual  
innoinnovation and evation and excellence.xcellence. Second-gener Second-generation and familyation and family  
oowned,wned, Monster operates out of an appr Monster operates out of an approoximatelximately 40,000y 40,000  
squarsquare feet facility with additional re feet facility with additional real estate secureal estate secured ed 
for futurfor future expansion.e expansion. Monster’ Monster’s tooling solutions suppors tooling solutions support t 
critical manufacturing of some of the wcritical manufacturing of some of the world’orld’s mosts most  
advadvanced pranced products.oducts.  
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“Monster “Monster TTool is a best-in-class cutting tool companyool is a best-in-class cutting tool company  
with a trwith a tremendous remendous reputation for preputation for producing quality oducing quality 
performance cutting tools and delivperformance cutting tools and deliverering them to theiring them to their  
customercustomers with the utmost speed and ease,s with the utmost speed and ease,”” sa says GWS ys GWS 
CEO Rick McIntyrCEO Rick McIntyre.e.  

  
NOVOLEX CLOSES DEAL FOR FLEXONOVOLEX CLOSES DEAL FOR FLEXO  
CONVERTERS USA, INC.CONVERTERS USA, INC.    
NoNovvolex has acquirolex has acquired the business of Flexo Coned the business of Flexo Convvererterters s 
USA,USA, Inc. Inc. and cer and certain of its affiliates.tain of its affiliates. Flexo is a manufactur Flexo is a manufacturer er 
of stock,of stock, custom, and r custom, and recycled paper bags and sacks.ecycled paper bags and sacks. A  A 
familfamily-oy-owned businesswned business, Fle, Flexo was founded in 1994.xo was founded in 1994. It is  It is 
headquarheadquartertered and has a manufacturing facility in Meriden,ed and has a manufacturing facility in Meriden,  
Connecticut,Connecticut, and an additional plant in Monr and an additional plant in Monroe,oe, Geor Georgia.gia.  

Flexo prFlexo products will be sold under the Nooducts will be sold under the Novvolex Durolex Duroo  
Bag brBag brand.and. The addition of Flexo pr The addition of Flexo products to the Nooducts to the Novvolexolex  
porportfolio will enable Durtfolio will enable Duro to supporo to support customer demandt customer demand  
thrthrough Flexo's prough Flexo's production capacityoduction capacity.. No Novvolex has seen aolex has seen a  
significant incrsignificant increase in demand for paper bags and sacks ease in demand for paper bags and sacks 
as consumer puras consumer purchasing patterchasing patterns havns have shifted.e shifted.    

NoNovvolex is a porolex is a portfolio compantfolio company of The Carly of The Carlyle Gryle Groupoup,,  
a leading global ina leading global invvestment festment firm that acquirirm that acquired a majored a majorityity  
of the companof the company in December 2016.y in December 2016.  WWith morith more than e than 
10,000 emplo10,000 employyee families,ee families, No Novolevolex operx operates fates fifty-fivifty-fivee  
manufacturing facilities in Normanufacturing facilities in North th AmerAmerica and Eurica and Europe,ope,  
including twincluding two wo world-class plastic forld-class plastic film rilm recycling centerecycling centers.s.  

ABB PROVIDES AUTOMATION ANDABB PROVIDES AUTOMATION AND  
ELECTRIFICATION PLANNING FOR NEW MINEELECTRIFICATION PLANNING FOR NEW MINE  
IN SWEDENIN SWEDEN  
NorNordic Irdic Iron Oron Ore appointed global technology companye appointed global technology company  
ABB to scope prABB to scope process controcess control and management systems ol and management systems 
for a futurfor a future-pre-proof and fully digitalizoof and fully digitalized mining opered mining operation ation 
at the Blötberat the Blötberget irget iron oron ore mine.e mine. ABB has pr ABB has proovided mine vided mine 
design consultancy and rdesign consultancy and recommended scope of supply forecommended scope of supply for  
the opening of the former Blötberthe opening of the former Blötberget mine near Ludvikaget mine near Ludvika  
in the Dalarin the Dalarna rna region of Swegion of Sweden. eden. TThe minehe mine,, which has which has  
been closed since 1979,been closed since 1979, is being r is being redeedeveloped bveloped by mining y mining 
compancompany Nory Nordic Irdic Iron Oron Ore and is tre and is transitioning fransitioning from study om study 
phase tophase towarwards construction.ds construction.

ABB’ABB’s rs recommendation addrecommendation addresses automation,esses automation,  
digitalization and electrifdigitalization and electrification for long-term,ication for long-term, safe, safe,  
sustainable,sustainable, and eff and efficient mining opericient mining operations at the site.ations at the site.  
The technology prThe technology proovider analyzvider analyzed a detailed feasibility ed a detailed feasibility 
study bstudy by Nory Nordic Irdic Iron Oron Ore and has made a significant e and has made a significant 
advadvancement on the defancement on the definitions and scope of supplinitions and scope of supply of the y of the 
automation and electrifautomation and electrification aspects of the mineication aspects of the mine..

In planning mine design,In planning mine design, ABB dr ABB draws on itsaws on its  
comprcomprehensivehensive ABB Ability MineOptimize ABB Ability MineOptimize pore portfolio of tfolio of 
electrifelectrification and automation solutionsication and automation solutions, engineering, engineering,,  
digital applications,digital applications, and collaborati and collaborativve sere servicesvices. . ABB AbilityABB Ability  
MineOptimize integrMineOptimize integrates individual mining solutions into ates individual mining solutions into 
a secura secure and stre and structuructured plant-wide system to optimize alled plant-wide system to optimize all  

VISIT US AVISIT US ATTVISIT US AVISIT US ATT

WEFTECWEFTECWEFTECWEFTEC
BOOTHBOOTH

#4018#4018
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stages in the life-cycle—frstages in the life-cycle—from design and build to operom design and build to operation ation 
and serand service—of anvice—of any open-pit or undery open-pit or undergrground mine and ound mine and 
minerminerals prals processing plant.ocessing plant.

  
GOVERNORS AMERICA CORPORATIONGOVERNORS AMERICA CORPORATION  
RECEIVES AS9100 CERTIFICATIONRECEIVES AS9100 CERTIFICATION
GoGovverernornors America Cors America Corpp., a v., a vetereteran-oan-owned,wned,  
Massachusetts-based global manufacturMassachusetts-based global manufacturer of engine er of engine 
solutions,solutions, has r has receiveceived its AS9100 cered its AS9100 certification.tification. An An  
interinternational aernational aerospace manufacturing standarospace manufacturing standard, thed, the  
AS9100 ensurAS9100 ensures that an ores that an organization has a quality ganization has a quality 
management system capable of consistentlmanagement system capable of consistently pry proovidingviding  
prproducts that meet statutoroducts that meet statutory and ry and regulatoregulatory ry requirequirements.ements.      
ManMany aery aerospace manufacturospace manufacturerers rs requirequire AS9100 appre AS9100 approovalval  
frfrom its supplierom its suppliers.s.

“This cer“This certification will open up new doortification will open up new doors for us and s for us and 
furfurther prther prooves the quality of wves the quality of what what we pre produce,oduce,”” says says  
GoGovverernornors America Cors America Corpp. Pr. President Sean Collins.esident Sean Collins.  “F“Foror  
mormore than thire than thirty-fty-fiive yve yearears,s, w we have have been dee been devveloping andeloping and  
manufacturing essential parmanufacturing essential parts for almost ets for almost everything that verything that 
momovves.es. This certif This certification rication raises us to a new leaises us to a new level,vel, allo allowing wing 
our body of wour body of work to grork to groow and expand.w and expand.””

Receiving an Receiving an AS9100 cerAS9100 certiftification rication requirequires a res a rigorigorous ous 
application prapplication process that can take yearocess that can take years to complete,s to complete,  
including a twincluding a two-stage audit.o-stage audit.  TThe certifhe certification is vication is valid for alid for 
thrthree yearee years,s, with a sur with a survveillance audit completed each eillance audit completed each 

yyear to ensurear to ensure compliance with a set standare compliance with a set standard and a rd and a re-e-
cercertification audit prior to the expirtification audit prior to the expiration.ation.  

“This rigor“This rigorous prous process was made eocess was made evven moren more diffe difficulticult  
due to the rdue to the restrestrictions of the pandemicictions of the pandemic, w, which delayhich delayed ed 
our obtaining the cerour obtaining the certification,tification,”” continues Collins continues Collins.. “But all “But all  
the time and efforthe time and effort wt was worth it. as worth it. WWe are are known for poe known for powwer er 
genergeneration in multiple industries and this ceration in multiple industries and this certification willtification will  
alloallow for furw for further expansion.ther expansion.””

JON-DON ACQUIRES DYNAMIC DIAMONDJON-DON ACQUIRES DYNAMIC DIAMOND  
TOOLINGTOOLING  
Jon-Don announces the rJon-Don announces the recent acquisition of Dynamic ecent acquisition of Dynamic 
Diamond Diamond TTooling (DDT).ooling (DDT). F Founded by Pounded by Patrick Pollitt andatrick Pollitt and  
Ron Ron YYaguragur,, Dynamic Diamond  Dynamic Diamond TTooling is a supplier of ooling is a supplier of 
equipment,equipment, tooling, tooling, and chemicals for concr and chemicals for concrete surfaceete surface  
prprep and polishing.ep and polishing. Based out of Orlando Based out of Orlando,, Flor Florida,ida, DDT  DDT 
offeroffers a prs a priivvate-label line of concrate-label line of concrete gete grinderrinders,s, vacuums vacuums,,  
and tooling made in the United States,and tooling made in the United States, along with pr along with products oducts 
frfrom other top industrom other top industry bry brands.ands.

"Both Jon-Don and Dynamic Diamond "Both Jon-Don and Dynamic Diamond TTooling sharooling share e 
a similar set of cora similar set of core values,e values, most notably in deliv most notably in delivereringing  
aboabovve-and-beye-and-beyond serond service to the customervice to the customer. . WWe are are e 
thrilled for this parthrilled for this partnertnership and prship and providing our customeroviding our customers s 
with additional prwith additional products and supporoducts and support to minimize costst to minimize costs,,  
imprimprovove effe efficiencyiciency, and achie, and achieve successve success," says P," says Patrick atrick 
PPollitt, co-founder of DDTollitt, co-founder of DDT..   
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TRADE SHOW PROFILE  |  WEFTECTRADE SHOW PROFILE  |  WEFTECTRADE SHOW PROFILE  |  WEFTECTRADE SHOW PROFILE  |  WEFTEC

ELECTRELECTRO O STSTAATIC TECHNOLOGY TIC TECHNOLOGY   
BOOBOOTH 3957TH 3957    

  
ElectrElectro Static To Static Technology (EST) is the global leader in the elimination echnology (EST) is the global leader in the elimination 
or mitigation of induced electrical charor mitigation of induced electrical charges on moges on moving surfaces.ving surfaces.  
AEGISAEGIS®® PRO Rings ar PRO Rings are specially designed to pre specially designed to protect larotect large motorge motors s 
against electrical bearagainst electrical bearing damage bing damage by channeling y channeling VFD-inducedVFD-induced  
dischardischarges safely to grges safely to ground. ound. WWith six rith six roows of conductivws of conductive micre microfiberofibers s 
for high currfor high current-carrent-carrying capacityying capacity,, AEGIS PRO Rings r AEGIS PRO Rings reduce shaft veduce shaft voltages oltages 
to safe leto safe levvels,els, pr protecting both motorotecting both motors and coupled equipment. Easils and coupled equipment. Easily installed,y installed,  
eevven in the fen in the field,ield, AEGIS PR AEGIS PRO Rings arO Rings are ideal for electre ideal for electrical and maintenanceical and maintenance  
contrcontractoractors as well as for motor mans as well as for motor manufacturufacturerers.s. Maintenance-fr Maintenance-free and toleree and tolerant of dirant of dirt and grt and grease,ease, AEGIS AEGIS  
PRO Rings last for the life of the bearings,PRO Rings last for the life of the bearings, r regaregardless of motor RPM.dless of motor RPM.    WWWWWW.EST.EST-AEGIS.COM-AEGIS.COM

ENVIRENVIRONMENT ONE CORPORAONMENT ONE CORPORATIONTION  
ONLINE EXHIBITONLINE EXHIBITOROR  

  
ArAre ye you dealing with failing septic ou dealing with failing septic 
tanks? Is I&I frtanks? Is I&I from yom your existingour existing  

sewsewer system eating up yer system eating up your budget? Do your budget? Do you havou have a sewe a sewer prer project with oject with 
challenging terrchallenging terrain looming ahead? Get after it. ain looming ahead? Get after it. ALL-TERRAIN SEWER™ ALL-TERRAIN SEWER™ 
lolow prw pressuressure systems fre systems from E/One givom E/One give ye you the frou the freedom to seweedom to sewer anywer anywherhere.e.  
EnEnvirvironmentally sensitionmentally sensitiveve,, economicall economically sensible™: y sensible™: ALL-TERRAIN SEWER loALL-TERRAIN SEWER low w 
prpressuressure systems are systems are significantly more significantly more affore affordable than convdable than conventional grentional gravity sewavity sewerers,s,  
safer than septic systems,safer than septic systems, and the and they’y’rre a light touch on the land.e a light touch on the land. Plus, Plus, ALL-TERRAIN SEWER lo ALL-TERRAIN SEWER low prw pressuressure e 
systems carrsystems carry a pry a proovven tren track rack recorecord of rd of reliability with the loeliability with the lowwest life-cycle costs in the industrest life-cycle costs in the industryy. . WhetherWhether  
it’it’s dead or dying septic tanks or es dead or dying septic tanks or expensivxpensive infe inflolow and infw and infiltriltration, E/One can helpation, E/One can help..  WWWWWW.EONE.COM.EONE.COM

Where the water community comes to connect.Where the water community comes to connect.
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GRIFFCO VGRIFFCO VALALVE, VE, INCINC..  
BOOBOOTH 4018TH 4018  

  
Griffco manufacturGriffco manufactures a compres a comprehensivehensive line of pump accessories to enhance the accure line of pump accessories to enhance the accuracyacy,, safety safety,, and  and 
longelongevity of chemical feed systems used in water and wvity of chemical feed systems used in water and wastewastewater trater treatment facilities.eatment facilities. Made in the USA, Made in the USA,  
all prall products aroducts are machined,e machined, molded, or cast for high-quality performance. molded, or cast for high-quality performance. Mor More than 1,000,000 valve than 1,000,000 valves and es and 
system accessories havsystem accessories have been installed in the fe been installed in the field since the companield since the company was founded in 1992.y was founded in 1992.  TThe prhe product oduct 
line includes back prline includes back pressuressure and pre and pressuressure re relief valvelief valves,es, calibr calibration columns,ation columns, pulsation dampener pulsation dampeners,s, inlet  inlet 
stabilizerstabilizers and surs and surge supprge suppressoressors,s, injection valv injection valves/quills,es/quills, cor corporporation stops,ation stops, gauge and instr gauge and instrument guarument guards,ds,  
fusion dampenerfusion dampeners,s, y-str y-strainerainers,s, and other f and other fluid handling accessories.luid handling accessories.  WWith corporith corporate offate officesices, engineering, engineering,,  
and manufacturing facilities in and manufacturing facilities in WWesterestern New n New YYork,ork, Griffco pr Griffco products aroducts are sold we sold worldwide throrldwide through an extensivough an extensive e 
netwnetwork of channel parork of channel partnertners.s. Cer Certiftif ications include ISO 9001:ications include ISO 9001: 2015, CRN to CS-B51-03, 2015, CRN to CS-B51-03, NSF-61, and CE to NSF-61, and CE to  
PED 2014/68/EU AnnePED 2014/68/EU Annex III Module Dx III Module D..     WWWWWW.GRIFFCO.GRIFFCOVVALALVE.COMVE.COM

GRGRUNDFOSUNDFOS  
BOOBOOTH 1221TH 1221  

  
IntrIntroducing the new Grundfos CR 215 voducing the new Grundfos CR 215 verertical multistage pumptical multistage pump,, the new the newest addition est addition 
to the rto the range of CR pumps.ange of CR pumps. The CR 215 offer The CR 215 offers grs greater effeater efficiencyiciency,, r reliabilityeliability,, and  and 
ease of use in morease of use in more application and pre application and processes.ocesses.  WWith oith over 1480 gallons per minver 1480 gallons per minute ute 
and 1,155 feet of head,and 1,155 feet of head, the CR 215 pr the CR 215 proovides morvides more performance than ee performance than evver offerer offereded  
bby a vertical multistage pump and can be used in applications that pry a vertical multistage pump and can be used in applications that preeviously rviously requirequired lared large split-case ge split-case 
and end-suction pumps.and end-suction pumps. The ne The new CR technology is better for prw CR technology is better for processes such as processes such as pressuressure boostinge boosting,,  
rreevvererse osmosis,se osmosis, water tr water transferansfer,, and temper and temperaturature contre control.ol. Ev Everery detail of the new CR line wy detail of the new CR line was designed as designed 
for maximfor maximum enerum energy effgy efficiencyiciency,, r reducing kiloeducing kilowatts without sacrifwatts without sacrificing performance.icing performance. The onl The only ry regularegular  
maintenance needed is fast and easymaintenance needed is fast and easy,, and can be done on-site. and can be done on-site. Ev Everery CR pump is also performance-tested y CR pump is also performance-tested 
and apprand approoved per ISO 9906:2012 beforved per ISO 9906:2012 before shipping.e shipping.  WWWWWW.GR.GRUNDFOS.COM/US/NEWCRUNDFOS.COM/US/NEWCR  

BLACOH FLUID CONTRBLACOH FLUID CONTROLOL

BOOTH 4254BOOTH 4254  

Blacoh offerBlacoh offers engineers engineered fed fluidluid  
contrcontrol prol products manufacturoducts manufactured to exacting standared to exacting standards in ds in 
a wide va wide variety of sizes,ariety of sizes, materials, materials, and pr and pressuressure ratings toe ratings to  
suit virsuit virtualltually ey evverery application.y application. Blacoh has been impr Blacoh has been improoving ving 
prprocess system performance,ocess system performance, r reliabilityeliability,, safety safety,, and  and 
prproductivity for ooductivity for ovver forer forty-fivty-five yeare years,s, so f so find Blacoh prind Blacoh products oducts 
wherwhereevver fer fluid is being pumped.luid is being pumped. Blacoh pr Blacoh products aroducts are made e made 
in the USA for a rin the USA for a reason—nothing gets in the waeason—nothing gets in the way of pry of prooviding viding 
Blacoh prBlacoh products to customeroducts to customers.s.  WWWWWW.BLACOH.COM.BLACOH.COM

BOERGERBOERGER

BOOTH 1309BOOTH 1309  

BoerBoerger designs,ger designs, manufactur manufactures,es, and  and 
sells rsells rotarotary lobe pumpsy lobe pumps, macer, macerating technologyating technology,, separation separation  
technologytechnology,, and feeding technology to conv and feeding technology to convey loey low to high w to high 
viscous and abrviscous and abrasivasive media. Kee media. Key applications can be found y applications can be found 
in wastein wastewater applications including sludge (primarwater applications including sludge (primaryy,,  WASWAS,,  
RASRAS, digested,, digested, thickened, etc thickened, etc.),.), biosolids, biosolids, g grrease,ease, sew sewage,age,  
scum,scum, lime slur lime slurryry, alum sludge, alum sludge, permeate,, permeate, polymer polymers,s, etc. etc.  
BoerBoerger prger products aroducts are designed with maintenance-in-place,e designed with maintenance-in-place,  
which allowhich allows for all wetted parts to be easily rws for all wetted parts to be easily replaced threplaced through ough 
the frthe front coont cover without the rver without the remoemoval of pipe or drivval of pipe or drive systems.e systems.  
WWWWWW.BOERGER.COM.BOERGER.COM

Where the water community comes to connect.Where the water community comes to connect.
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ONYX VONYX VALALVE VE COMPCOMPANYANY  
BOOBOOTH 4223TH 4223  

  
OnOnyx yx VValvalve pre products measuroducts measure and contre and control harol hard-to-handle fd-to-handle fluids.luids.
Pinch VPinch Valves:alves: Contr Control slurol slurries rries ranging franging from thickened sludge to sand blasting media. D-series vom thickened sludge to sand blasting media. D-series valvalves ares are e 
a full pora full port design with no wt design with no wetted metal paretted metal parts.ts. Sizes fr Sizes from 1/2 to 30 inches with hand wheelsom 1/2 to 30 inches with hand wheels, electric, electric,, or  or 
pneumatic actuatorpneumatic actuators for either on/off or modulating sers for either on/off or modulating service.vice.  
Isolator Rings:Isolator Rings: A r A reliable weliable waay to measury to measure pre pressuressure on slure on slurries,ries, they ar they are immune to clogginge immune to clogging,, plugging plugging,,  
and corrand corrosion.osion. Measur Measure pre pressuressure on ane on anything frything from calking compound to salsa. Compatible with virtuallyom calking compound to salsa. Compatible with virtually  
anany pry pressuressure gauge,e gauge, switch, switch, or tr or transmitteransmitter. In siz. In sizes fres from 1/2 to 48 inches in a variety of materials.om 1/2 to 48 inches in a variety of materials.  
Duckbill Duckbill Check VCheck Valvalves:es:  High fHigh flolow vw volume with minimolume with minimum head loss.um head loss. Excellent for stor Excellent for stormwmwaterater,, allo allowingwing  
highwhighwaays and parking arys and parking areas to dreas to drain quickly and completelain quickly and completely while pry while preeventing strventing streams freams from backing up om backing up 
thrthrough the system fough the system flooding rlooding roads,oads, homes, homes, and businesses and businesses. In siz. In sizes fres from 1 to 60 inches with fom 1 to 60 inches with flanged orlanged or  
slip-on connections.slip-on connections.  WWWWWW.ONYXV.ONYXVALALVE.COMVE.COM

GORMAN-RUPP PUMPSGORMAN-RUPP PUMPS  

ONLINE EXHIBITORONLINE EXHIBITOR

Gorman-Rupp sets the industrGorman-Rupp sets the industry standary standard d 
for packaged wastefor packaged wastewaterwater-handling-handling  
pumping systems.pumping systems.  TThese stations arhese stations are e 
equipped with solids-handling self-equipped with solids-handling self-

priming or submerpriming or submersible pumps,sible pumps, valv valves,es, contr controls,ols, and enclosur and enclosures es 
that arthat are designed for re designed for reliability and easy maintenance.eliability and easy maintenance. Gorman- Gorman-
Rupp’Rupp’s commitment to “total system rs commitment to “total system responsibility”esponsibility” means y means you ou 
onlonly havy have to make one call if you encounter a pre to make one call if you encounter a problem.oblem.  TThishis  
concept simplconcept simply offery offers the best sews the best sewage-handling solution on the age-handling solution on the 
market—guarmarket—guaranteed.  anteed.  WWWWWW.GRPUMPS.GRPUMPS.COM.COM

CLA-VCLA-VAL COMPAL COMPANYANY

BOOTH 4621BOOTH 4621  

Since 1936,Since 1936, Cla-V Cla-Val has pral has produced the woduced the world's orld's 
highest quality automatic contrhighest quality automatic control valvol valves for es for 
divdivererse industries.se industries. Cla-V Cla-Val has stral has strengthened engthened 

operoperations and customer serations and customer service bvice by enhancing pry enhancing product lines oduct lines 
and building state-of-the-art prand building state-of-the-art production facilities aroduction facilities around the ound the 
wworld. orld. WWith major locations haith major locations having dedicated trving dedicated training centeraining centers,s,  
the team prthe team proovides exceptional industry expervides exceptional industry expertisetise.. Aggr Aggressivessive e 
R&D prR&D progrograms havams have re resulted in advanced electresulted in advanced electronic and onic and 
hhydrydraulic contraulic control systems that meet the challenges of complexol systems that meet the challenges of complex  
and divand divererse applications.se applications.    WWWWWW.CLA-VAL.COM.CLA-VAL.COM

PLASTPLAST-O-MA-O-MATIC VTIC VALALVESVES, , INCINC..  
BOOBOOTH 4259TH 4259    

  
Plast-O-Matic will be intrPlast-O-Matic will be introducing its newoducing its new,, all-plastic CAFÉ and NITRO actuator all-plastic CAFÉ and NITRO actuators s 
designed for wdesigned for water/wasteater/wastewaterwater,, chemical, chemical, RO RO,, ozone tr ozone treatment,eatment, and other cor and other corrrosivosive e 
applications.applications. Pr Prooviding actuation times as fast as one second,viding actuation times as fast as one second, CAFÉ and NITRO CAFÉ and NITRO  
featurfeature multi-ve multi-voltage 24-240V Aoltage 24-240V AC/DC with automatic vC/DC with automatic voltage sensing.oltage sensing. The They’ry’ree  
suitable for virsuitable for virtualltually any quartery any quarter-tur-turn vn valvalve such as ball valve such as ball valves or butterfes or butterflly y 
vvalvesalves,, metal or plastic mater metal or plastic material.ial. Standar Standard featurd features include CE Mark,es include CE Mark, IP67 ingr IP67 ingress ess 
prprotection, LED statusotection, LED status,, r remote indicatoremote indicator, and electr, and electronic oonic ovverertortorque prque protection.otection.  
Options include fail-safe,Options include fail-safe, pr progrogrammable OLED scrammable OLED screen, modulation,een, modulation, MODBUS MODBUS, and, and  
other prother premium featuremium features.es. CAFÉ and NITRO ar CAFÉ and NITRO are engineere engineered and assembled in USA.ed and assembled in USA.  
WWWWWW.PLAST.PLASTOMATICOMATIC.COM.COM

Where the water community comes to connect.Where the water community comes to connect.
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MELMELTRICTRIC

BOOTH 4175BOOTH 4175  

Meltric manufacturMeltric manufactures a full line of es a full line of 
industrial plugs and rindustrial plugs and receptacles,eceptacles, including a signatur including a signature brande brand  
of UL listed switch-rof UL listed switch-rated deated devices with push-button cirvices with push-button circuit cuit 
disconnection.disconnection. These all-in-one de These all-in-one devices combine the safety vices combine the safety 
and functionality of a disconnect switch with the conand functionality of a disconnect switch with the convvenience enience 
of a plug and rof a plug and receptacle and can be safely connected andeceptacle and can be safely connected and  
disconnected under full load.disconnected under full load. Meltr Meltric also manic also manufacturufactures other es other 
safe and rsafe and reliable industrial plugs and reliable industrial plugs and receptacles,eceptacles, including  including 
mmultipin,ultipin, high amperage high amperage, single pole, single pole, and hazar, and hazardous location dous location 
dedevicesvices . . WWWWWW.MEL.MELTRIC.COMTRIC.COM

HOMA PUMP HOMA PUMP 

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

BOOTH 2058BOOTH 2058

HOMA stands behind eHOMA stands behind every prvery product with a generoduct with a generous warrous warrantyanty,,  
extensiextensive sparve spare pare parts ints invventorentoryy,, r regional authoregional authorizized sered servicevice  
centercenters,s, factor factory engineery engineers and technicians who ars and technicians who are all e all 
dedicated to the suppordedicated to the support of the entirt of the entire HOMA pre HOMA product line.oduct line.  
Whether yWhether your application rour application requirequires a res a residential gesidential grinder orrinder or  
effeffluent pumpluent pump, or y, or you arou are handling an industre handling an industrial prial process strocess stream eam 
or mor municipal wasteunicipal wastewaterwater,, HOMA will engineer a pumping  HOMA will engineer a pumping 
solution for ysolution for you.  ou.  WWWWWW.HOMAPUMP.HOMAPUMP.COM.COM

WEG ELECTRIC CORPWEG ELECTRIC CORP..
BOOBOOTH 3404TH 3404

WEG is committed to crWEG is committed to creating quality preating quality products and effoducts and efficienticient  
solutions.solutions. T To achievo achieve this,e this, ther there is continuous inve is continuous investment in innoestment in innovationvation  
and team wand team work.ork. Helping people r Helping people reach their goals by lieach their goals by living the vving the values alues 
of the companof the company is y is WEG’WEG’s passion.s passion. At  At WEGWEG, the customer is also part , the customer is also part 
of the team.of the team.  WWorking together working together we can dee can devvelop the best solutions.elop the best solutions.  
TherThere are are many appre many approaches to effoaches to efficiency at iciency at WEGWEG. . Whether it beWhether it be  

enerenergy savinggy saving, to r, to reduce costs,educe costs, or incr or increase prease productivityoductivity,, we w we work to fulfill the needs of our customerork to fulfill the needs of our customers.s.  
WWe nee nevver stop because a prer stop because a product woduct works works well.ell.  WWe alwe alwaays look for a ways look for a way to make it wy to make it work eork evven betteren better. . TThishis  
constant searconstant search for imprch for improovvement has led to the crement has led to the creation of some of the most effeation of some of the most efficient pricient products in eneroducts in energy gy 
saving asaving avvailable on the market.ailable on the market.  WWWWWW.WEG.WEG.NET.NET

VVAUGHAN COMPAUGHAN COMPANYANY  
BOOBOOTH 2021TH 2021  

  
At its corAt its core,e, a tr a true chopper pump consists of a rue chopper pump consists of a rotating impeller with cupped and otating impeller with cupped and 
sharsharpened leading edgespened leading edges,, cutting against stationar cutting against stationary fingery fingers at the entrs at the entrance to the ance to the 
vvolute.The original patent was applied for in 1960 (grolute.The original patent was applied for in 1960 (granted shoranted shortltly thery thereafter) byeafter) by  
VVaughan Company founderaughan Company founder,, Jim  Jim VVaughan.aughan.  VVaughan Company has intraughan Company has introduced manoduced many y 
new chopper pump models conew chopper pump models covverering a bring a broad road range of heads and fange of heads and floloww, gr, greatly impreatly improovved ed 
efficiencies,efficiencies, all incor all incorporporating numerating numerous patented cutting featurous patented cutting features.es. Including upper cutter Including upper cutters,s, stationar stationaryy  
cutter barcutter bars,s, and other cutting featur and other cutting features is fundamental to chopping and clearing pres is fundamental to chopping and clearing problematic materoblematic materialsials..  
This prThis protects dootects downstrwnstream components which is vital to the effectiveam components which is vital to the effectiveness of wasteweness of wastewater systems.ater systems. F Frrom the om the 
starstart,t, and to this da and to this dayy,,  VVaughan Companaughan Company ry remains committed to giving customeremains committed to giving customers outstanding sers outstanding service andvice and  
the most dependable prthe most dependable product solutions in the woduct solutions in the world.orld.    
WWWWWW.CHOPPERPUMPS.CHOPPERPUMPS.COM.COM

Where the water community comes to connect.Where the water community comes to connect.
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Lakeside’s Hydronic T-rake system.Lakeside’s Hydronic T-rake system.
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BBeforefore a sere a series of upgries of upgrades ades 
(totaling $27 million o(totaling $27 million ovver er 
fivr yfivr yearears),s), at the city of  at the city of 

WWashington’ashington’s wastes wastewater trwater treatment eatment 
plant in Indiana,plant in Indiana, e evven the smallest en the smallest 
amount of ramount of rainfall wainfall would cause an ould cause an 
oovverferfloloww. Of cour. Of course,se, $27 million is $27 million is  
a significant sum of moneya significant sum of money, b, but as ut as 
anany my municipal worunicipal works superks superintendentintendent  
will tell ywill tell you,ou, funding is a long and  funding is a long and 
complicated prcomplicated process.ocess.

Prior to the installation in 2012 of Prior to the installation in 2012 of 
a fixa fixed bar scred bar screen, Superintendenteen, Superintendent  
Scott RaineScott Rainey and his team at the city y and his team at the city 
of of WWashington’ashington’s wastes wastewater trwater treatment eatment 
plant could be forplant could be forgivgiven for any choiceen for any choice  
wworords utterds uttered as theed as they painstakinglyy painstakingly  
pulled out larpulled out large debrge debris fris from a fom a fixixed ed 
oovverferflolow ww weir (installed in 1988),eir (installed in 1988),  
that was othat was ovverwhelmed during erwhelmed during 
storm estorm evvents.ents.

FACING DOWN MUNICIPALFACING DOWN MUNICIPAL  
BACK-UPSBACK-UPS
With a collection system comprWith a collection system comprisingising  
of combined sanitarof combined sanitary and stormy and storm  
sewsewerers with four combined sews with four combined sewer er 
oovverferflolows (CSOs),ws (CSOs), tr treatment has eatment has 
sometimes been as complicated assometimes been as complicated as  
funding—but again,funding—but again, lear learning to bening to be  
patient,patient, r resilient, and resilient, and resouresourceful ceful 
is vis verery my much paruch part of rt of responsibleesponsible  
wastewastewater trwater treatment plant life.eatment plant life.

“Our old scr“Our old screen just kept on een just kept on 
blindingblinding,,”” says Raine says Raineyy,, who has who has  
serservved the city of ed the city of WWashington’ashington’s s WWTP WWTP 
for the past sixteen yfor the past sixteen yearears.s. Back-ups Back-ups  
wwerere all too re all too regularegular. . WWe knew—ande knew—and  
wwe wanted to take action—as ofe wanted to take action—as of  
courcourse did the state’se did the state’s Depars Department oftment of  
EnEnvirvironmental Management, bonmental Management, but our ut our 
hands whands werere tied until we tied until we had funding e had funding 
in place.in place. In the meantime, In the meantime, we simpl we simply y 
had to get on with it.had to get on with it.  WWith talk of a fineith talk of a fine  
hanging ohanging ovver our heads,er our heads, this wasn’ this wasn’t t 
alalwaways easyys easy..””

FinallFinallyy,, when appr when approoval wval was givas given en 
to go ahead with a new scrto go ahead with a new screen,een, to  to 
the tune of up to $1 million to $1.2the tune of up to $1 million to $1.2  
million,million, Raine Rainey set about ry set about researesearching ching 
the best possible solution,the best possible solution, speaking  speaking 
to operto operatorators all os all ovver the United er the United 
States.States. He also sought advice fr He also sought advice from his om his 
trusted contact, Ken Sobtrusted contact, Ken Sobbe at FAbe at FACO CO 
WWaterwaterworks in Indianapolis,orks in Indianapolis, who who  
had helped supplhad helped supply the plant (whichy the plant (which  
opened in 1952) with equipment onopened in 1952) with equipment on  
manmany occasions.y occasions.  

“Ser“Serving a small commving a small community unity 
(12,000),(12,000), w we all have all have see sevvereral hats al hats 
to wto wearear,,”” adds Rainey adds Rainey,,  “so getting “so getting 
awaway isn’ay isn’t easy—but I attended trt easy—but I attended tradeade  
shoshows—and trust me,ws—and trust me, I listened  I listened 
to all sorto all sorts of solutions that wts of solutions that werere e 
put forwarput forward.d. I knew that while w I knew that while we e 
cercertainltainly needed something ry needed something robustobust  
and of good quality to cope withand of good quality to cope with  
heavy debrisheavy debris,, w we didn’t necessarile didn’t necessarily y 
need a full-bloneed a full-blown mechanical scrwn mechanical screen,een,  
just for the sake of it.just for the sake of it.  WWe’re’re not tre not tryingying  
to rto reinveinvent the wheel.ent the wheel.””

RETROFIT AND UPGRADERETROFIT AND UPGRADE  
CONCERNSCONCERNS
A keA key factor in the decision-making y factor in the decision-making 
prprocess was the possibility for rocess was the possibility for retretrofofit.it.  
During the prDuring the preevious upgvious upgrrades,ades, a  a 
forwarforward-thinking apprd-thinking approach saw the oach saw the 
main stormain storage tank designed so that is age tank designed so that is 
could be rcould be retretrofofitted if ritted if requirequired—with ed—with 
onlonly slight modifications.y slight modifications. Raine Rainey alsoy also  
consulted with the trconsulted with the treatment plant’eatment plant’ss  
engineer of rengineer of recorecord Midwd Midwesteresternn  
EngineerEngineers,s, who came up with the who came up with the  
idea of integridea of integrating an automated rating an automated rake ake 
system to clean and clear the barsystem to clean and clear the bar  
scrscreen dureen during storm eing storm evvents.ents.

“Attending the “Attending the WEFTEC showWEFTEC show  
was wwas well well wororth the time in the th the time in the 
end,end,”” continues Raine continues Raineyy, , “and when I“and when I  
shoshowwed my engineered my engineers the Hydrs the Hydronic onic 
TT-scr-screening System freening System from Lakeside om Lakeside 

Equipment Corporation,Equipment Corporation, they liked they liked  
it immediatelit immediatelyy.. Seeing a video of the  Seeing a video of the 
HydrHydronic T pull a log out of a cronic T pull a log out of a creek eek 
was vwas verery impry impressivessive—and when Ie—and when I  
spoke to other operspoke to other operatorators,s, the theyy,, like  like 
SobbeSobbe,, conf confirmed what high qualityirmed what high quality  
and prand precisely engineerecisely engineered equipment ed equipment 
it is.it is.  WWe all age all agrreed that weed that we could have could have e 
gone bigger and thergone bigger and thereforefore more more e 
expensiexpensiveve, b, but wut we knew we knew we could e could 
make use of our existing structurmake use of our existing structure—e—
so long as the mechanical trso long as the mechanical transition ansition 
could be as simple as possible.could be as simple as possible. T To o 
be honest,be honest, w we didn’t re didn’t realize that therealize that there e 
was anwas anything out therything out there on the market e on the market 
quite like the Hydrquite like the Hydronic Tonic T-scr-screen.een.””

As those saddled with fundingAs those saddled with funding  
issues or ultimatelissues or ultimately benefiting y benefiting 
frfrom it knowom it know,, the next obstacle to the next obstacle to  
negotiate when all has been agrnegotiate when all has been agreed eed 
upon,upon, is timing. is timing.  TTwwelve months maelve months may y 
at firat first sound like a long time—butst sound like a long time—but  
achieachieving eving everything frverything from scrom scratch—atch—
rresearesearch and design, culminatingch and design, culminating  
in just thrin just three months to complete all ee months to complete all 
the engineering was a considerthe engineering was a considerable able 
feat.feat. T Together with a vogether with a verery skilledy skilled  
contrcontractoractor, the goal-oriented and, the goal-oriented and  
prproduct delivoduct deliverery-drivy-driven team is whaten team is what  
enabled the prenabled the project to stay on boject to stay on budget udget 
and finish ahead of the EPand finish ahead of the EPA mandate.A mandate.

A JOINT EFFORT THATA JOINT EFFORT THAT  
DELIVERSDELIVERS
The contrThe contractor in this case was Boactor in this case was Bowenwen  
Engineering CorEngineering Corpp. (established. (established  
1967,1967, Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Indiana), w Indiana), who washo was  
confident that this joint efforconfident that this joint effort wt would ould 
delivdeliver the rer the right right results—as wesults—as well as ell as 
stick to the original cost estimates for stick to the original cost estimates for 
the prthe project.oject.

Sam Hill,Sam Hill, pr project manager at Booject manager at Bowenwen  
Engineering,Engineering, takes up the stor takes up the story:y: “W “We e 
wanted to deliwanted to delivver a rer a really high-qualityeally high-quality  
prproduct while alwoduct while alwaays challengingys challenging  
ourourselves as to hoselves as to how can ww can we do e do 

RETROFIT PAYS OFF RETROFIT PAYS OFF 
T-screen success in Indiana wastewater treatment facility T-screen success in Indiana wastewater treatment facility 
BY DAN WIDDEL, LAKESIDE EQUIPMENT CORPORATIONBY DAN WIDDEL, LAKESIDE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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something better for less monesomething better for less moneyy,,”” he sa he says.ys. “The city of “The city of  
WWashington is a long-time customer of ourashington is a long-time customer of ours,s, so by kno so by knowingwing  
and underand understanding their needs,standing their needs, we feel that w we feel that we are are we working orking 
with them as a team rwith them as a team rather than as separather than as separate entities.ate entities.

“The Stormwater Combined Sew“The Stormwater Combined Sewer Overfloer Overflow Tw Tank isank is  
intended to be a storintended to be a storage tank during major rage tank during major rain eain evvents to ents to 
prprevevent sewage frent sewage from discharom discharging into local waterwaging into local waterways—ys—
but with a clogged scrbut with a clogged screen,een, the sew the sewer/storer/stormwmwater is ater is 
divdivererted into the waterwted into the waterwayay, in effect making the tank, in effect making the tank  
totalltotally ineffectivy ineffective.e. Retr Retrofofitting the eitting the existing system with xisting system with 
Lakeside’Lakeside’s Hydrs Hydronic onic TT-r-rake brings the tank into play as itake brings the tank into play as it  
should—and in doing soshould—and in doing so, cleans up the ar, cleans up the area’ea’s waterws waterwaysays..  

Most imporMost importantltantlyy,, it helps to pr it helps to prevevent the city frent the city from being om being 
fined larfined large sums of monege sums of money by by goy govverernment ennment envirvironmental onmental 
agencies for divagencies for divererting fting floloww..””  

A hA hydrydraulically operaulically operated telescoping boom and rated telescoping boom and rake ake 
mechanism,mechanism, the Lakeside Hydr the Lakeside Hydronic T utilizonic T utilizes hydres hydraulic aulic 
cylindercylinders to pivs to pivot the boom and to extend and rot the boom and to extend and retract theetract the  
boom and rboom and rake for depths up to 50 feet.ake for depths up to 50 feet. A hydr A hydraulic poaulic powwerer  
pack prpack provides grovides greater lifting capacities as compareater lifting capacities as compared to ed to 
other scrother screens,eens, and it has all of its components accessible  and it has all of its components accessible 
aboabovve the channel for ease of maintenance.e the channel for ease of maintenance. The Hydr The Hydronic onic 
TT-scr-screen’een’s fs flelexible design savxible design saves monees money when designingy when designing  
indoor headwindoor headworks systems with deep channelsorks systems with deep channels, lo, low w 
headrheadroom or room or retretrofofit needsit needs. . At the city of At the city of WWashington, theashington, the  
system featursystem features a double 12-foot-wide telescoping design es a double 12-foot-wide telescoping design 
to rto rapidly rapidly remoemovve the anticipated debre the anticipated debris fris from storm evom storm events.ents.  
Unlike the prUnlike the previous operevious operation, a leation, a levvel sensor in the channel el sensor in the channel 
will intelligentlwill intelligently switch the scry switch the screen on until the watereen on until the water  
eleelevation rvation retureturns to the rns to the requirequired leed levvel.el.

DELIVERING ON A PROMISEDELIVERING ON A PROMISE
“W“We we wereren’t trying to cut any corneren’t trying to cut any corners,s,” contin” continues Raineyues Rainey,,  
“but fr“but from a potential outlaom a potential outlay of up to $1.2 million, the bigy of up to $1.2 million, the big  
plus of having a rplus of having a retretrofofit wit was that we spent $750,000 instead.as that we spent $750,000 instead.  
WWe do want our bang for the be do want our bang for the buck.uck.””  

The vThe verery natury nature of re of retretrofofitting eitting existing equipment xisting equipment 
and integrand integrating it with new can often prating it with new can often present manyesent many  
unforunforeseen challenges and issues,eseen challenges and issues, but accor but according to Bowding to Bowen en 

Lakeside Hydronic T-screen at the city of Washington, Indiana.Lakeside Hydronic T-screen at the city of Washington, Indiana.
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Engineering’Engineering’s Hill, apart frs Hill, apart from a om a 
couple of vcouple of verery minor pointsy minor points, the, the  
installation of the new Lakeside rinstallation of the new Lakeside rake ake 
wwent vent verery smooth.y smooth.

“The equipment was deli“The equipment was delivverered ed 
just as it should havjust as it should have been, and thee been, and the  
Lakeside engineerLakeside engineers wers were alwe alwaaysys  
avavailable on the phone withoutailable on the phone without  
deladelayy. P. Perhaps it seems a petty and erhaps it seems a petty and 
mamaybe obvious thing to saybe obvious thing to sayy,, but the but the  
equipment that was shipped matchedequipment that was shipped matched  
the drthe drawings! Often this is a challengeawings! Often this is a challenge  
when modifications to equipmentwhen modifications to equipment  
don’t match currdon’t match current drent drawings.awings. Hugely Hugely  
frustrfrustrating and time-consuming.ating and time-consuming.

“F“Frrom main structurom main structural memberal members s 
to the smaller items like hto the smaller items like hydrydraulic aulic 
tubingtubing,, all of the pr all of the prefabrefabricatedicated  
parparts came together vts came together verery wy well. ell. TThehe  
shipping package frshipping package from Lakeside om Lakeside 
was engineerwas engineered so the equipmented so the equipment  
was prwas preassembled to the maximeassembled to the maximum um 
alloallowable prior to shippingwable prior to shipping, w, which hich 
alalwaways helps the oys helps the owner cut downer cut down on wn on 
site cost.site cost. The Lakeside Hydr The Lakeside Hydronic onic T isT is  
a gra great reat rake system—a vake system—a verery high-y high-
quality prquality product that was delivoduct that was deliverered on ed on 

time and rtime and ready to install.eady to install. T Top quality op quality 
equipment and prequipment and proper planning oper planning 
makes a big positivmakes a big positive differe difference.ence.””

A GREAT EXAMPLE OFA GREAT EXAMPLE OF  
QUALITY ENGINEERINGQUALITY ENGINEERING  
FFAACO CO WWaterworaterworks’ Ken Sobks’ Ken Sobbe,be, a  a 
vvetereteran of no fewan of no fewer than forer than forty-onety-one  
WEFTECs,WEFTECs, ag agrrees:ees: “W “We all knew thate all knew that  
it wit would be a tight call,ould be a tight call, but I ha but I havve e 
to sato say that it came together very y that it came together very 
nicelnicely indeed,y indeed, with the new scr with the new screen een 
doing edoing evvererything wything we said it we said it would.ould.  
I’vI’ve seen the Hydre seen the Hydronic onic T put thrT put through ough 
its paces and it’its paces and it’s a grs a great example ofeat example of  
quality engineering.quality engineering.””

RaineRainey concludes,y concludes,  “W“We had to e had to 
slightlslightly change the angle of eley change the angle of elevationvation  
and twand tweak the hydreak the hydraulic praulic pressuressures a es a 
little for heavier debrislittle for heavier debris,, but as with but as with  
all installations,all installations, you ha you havve to expecte to expect  
a bit of fine tuning for the specifa bit of fine tuning for the specificic  
needs of yneeds of your oour own plant. Ovwn plant. Overerall,all,  
eevvereryyone is vone is verery pleased with it.y pleased with it.  
ThrThroughout the proughout the process Lakeside did ocess Lakeside did 
a va verery good joby good job.. The They tury turned thingsned things  
rround quickly but alound quickly but alwaways with qualityys with quality..  

And despite the delaAnd despite the delay in getting the y in getting the 
prproject roject released, weleased, which initially which initially wouldould  
havhave meant pre meant project completion after oject completion after 
the deadline for crucial compliance the deadline for crucial compliance 
purposes,purposes, the tenacity of Bo the tenacity of Bowwen en 
Engineering,Engineering, together with us all as together with us all as  
a team,a team, saw construction completed  saw construction completed 
ahead of schedule—at no extrahead of schedule—at no extra cost a cost 
to the cityto the city..  TThe option to rhe option to retretrofit has ofit has 
prprovoved an excellent fit for what wed an excellent fit for what we e 
needed herneeded here.e.””  

DAN WIDDEL DAN WIDDEL is regional salesis regional sales  

manager at Lakeside Equipmentmanager at Lakeside Equipment  

Corporation. Lakeside EquipmentCorporation. Lakeside Equipment  

Corporation is an engineering andCorporation is an engineering and  

manufacturing company concentratingmanufacturing company concentrating  

on helping to improve the qualityon helping to improve the quality  

of our water resources. Lakesideof our water resources. Lakeside  

started in the spring of 1928 tostarted in the spring of 1928 to  

engineer, develop, and provide waterengineer, develop, and provide water  

purification systems to municipalitiespurification systems to municipalities  

and companies throughout Northand companies throughout North  

America. America. For more For more information, visit information, visit 

www.lakeside-equipment.comwww.lakeside-equipment.com..
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CControntractoractors cleaning municipals cleaning municipal  
sewsewerer, storm,, storm, and sanitar and sanitaryy  
lines face a host of challengeslines face a host of challenges  

on the jobon the job. . TThis can rhis can range frange from om 
having to clean miles of line in thehaving to clean miles of line in the  
most efficient mannermost efficient manner,, complying complying  
with annual rwith annual regulatoregulatory mandatesy mandates, to, to  
handling tough blockages causedhandling tough blockages caused  
bby ry roots,oots, g grrease,ease, and cav and cave-ins.e-ins. It can  It can 
eevven inven involvolve dre dreaded “bloeaded “blown toilets,wn toilets,””  
which can become a clean-up andwhich can become a clean-up and  
public rpublic relations nightmarelations nightmare if this e if this 
occuroccurs too often.s too often.

SoSo, for b, for busy contrusy contractoractors,s, tr tr ied-and-ied-and-
true,true, pr practical tips will be practical tips will be proovided vided 
frfrom experom experts at an industry innots at an industry innovvator:ator:  
KEG TKEG Technologies,echnologies,  manufacturmanufacturer er 
of sewof sewer and storer and storm lines prm lines products oducts 
including including Tier 1 to Tier 3 nozzlesTier 1 to Tier 3 nozzles,,  
chain cutterchain cutters,s, f floor cleanerloor cleaners,s, and  and 
camercamera nozzle systems.a nozzle systems.  

As a national trAs a national trainer of best-prainer of best-practice actice 
techniques,techniques, the Spar the Spartanburtanburg,g, South South  
CarCarolina-based company is a memberolina-based company is a member  

of NASSCOof NASSCO,, the National Association the National Association  
of Sewof Sewer Serer Service Companies,vice Companies, and its  and its 
Tier 3 High Efficiency nozzles,Tier 3 High Efficiency nozzles, such as  such as 
the the TTororpedopedo,, Ro Royal,yal, and OMG and OMG,, pr proovidevide  
up to 98 perup to 98 percent effcent efficiencyiciency..

“Most of the pr“Most of the problems aroblems are in foure in four--
inch up to 18-inch sewinch up to 18-inch sewer pipe,er pipe, which which  
accounts for up to 95 peraccounts for up to 95 percent of all cent of all 
the pipe in the grthe pipe in the ground,ound, anywher anywhere ine in  
the United States,the United States,”” says Dan Story says Dan Story,,  
KEG operKEG operations managerations manager. . “Pr“Proper oper 
trtraining and education can raining and education can resolvesolve e 
the majority of these issues.the majority of these issues.””

11
TO CLEAN FASTER,TO CLEAN FASTER,  
SLOW DOWNSLOW DOWN  
The number one mistake ofThe number one mistake of  

most contrmost contractoractors is simply rushings is simply rushing  
thrthrough the cleaning prough the cleaning process,ocess,  
accoraccording to Stording to Storyy..

“Most oper“Most operatorators run their nozzles s run their nozzles 
waway too fast. Sloy too fast. Slow yw your nozzle downour nozzle down  
and let it do its joband let it do its job. . YYou'rou're not in a e not in a 
rrace.ace. If y If you run the nozzle up in a ou run the nozzle up in a 

hurrhurry and back in a hurry and back in a hurryy, all y, all you do ou do 
is waste wis waste water and time,ater and time,” sa” says Storys Storyy..

AccorAccording to Stording to Storyy,, when when  
contrcontractoractors slos slow dow down and let the wn and let the 
water flowater flow carw carry the material back to ry the material back to 
the ethe evacuation point,vacuation point, the water in the the water in the  
pipe becomes like a pipe becomes like a “conv“conveyeyor belt or belt 
that mothat movves the materes the material.ial.””

“If y“If you clean corrou clean correctlyectly,, the water is the water is  
going to carrgoing to carry the debris off and out y the debris off and out 
of the waof the wayy,,”” says Story says Story.. “That is w “That is whhy y 
with six to 15-inch lines,with six to 15-inch lines, 95 per 95 percent cent 
of the time it is possible to go frof the time it is possible to go from om 
manhole to manhole and clean themmanhole to manhole and clean them  
in one pass.in one pass.  While I'm moWhile I'm moving on,ving on,  
most opermost operatorators who rush ars who rush are still e still 
making second and thirmaking second and third passes.d passes.””

TTo stay pro stay productivoductive,e, Stor Story ady advises vises 
contrcontractoractors to nes to nevver outrun their waterer outrun their water..  

“As y“As you go in the pipe,ou go in the pipe, if y if you go in ou go in 
sloslow enough,w enough, you should be running you should be running  
betwbetween 40 and 60 feet per minute,een 40 and 60 feet per minute,  
based on the condition of the pipebased on the condition of the pipe  
and hoand how much material is in the pipew much material is in the pipe..  
The morThe more material, the sloe material, the slowwer yer you ou 
want to mowant to movve,e,”” he sa he says.ys.  

“Y“You want to be able to chop thatou want to be able to chop that  
material up and get it in the fmaterial up and get it in the flolow of w of 
the pipe’the pipe’s strs stream.eam.  When yWhen you get to ou get to 
the end of the line,the end of the line, dial your pr dial your pressuressure e 
back doback down and rinse it. wn and rinse it. When yWhen you ou 
come back,come back, the job is done, the job is done,” he adds” he adds..

22
CHOOSE THE RIGHTCHOOSE THE RIGHT  
NOZZLE FOR THE JOBNOZZLE FOR THE JOB
In addition to going sloIn addition to going sloww,,  

StorStory emphasizy emphasizes that choosing the es that choosing the 
right nozzle for the job is crright nozzle for the job is critical.itical.

“By going slo“By going slow and using the right w and using the right 
type of nozzle,type of nozzle, you will clean y you will clean your our 
line in one pass,line in one pass,”” says Story says Story..

7 TIPS TO ACHIEVE BETTER, 7 TIPS TO ACHIEVE BETTER, 
FASTER SEWER CLEANING FASTER SEWER CLEANING 
Expert guidance to optimize cleaning efciency while preventing Expert guidance to optimize cleaning efciency while preventing 
tough blockages tough blockages   
BY DEL WILLIAMSBY DEL WILLIAMS
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He points out that in manHe points out that in many cases,y cases,  
using a high efficiency Tier 3 nozzleusing a high efficiency Tier 3 nozzle  
will prwill provide significantlovide significantly mory more e 
cleaning forcleaning force,ce, at a g at a grreater distance,eater distance,  
with less waterwith less water.. This enables cr This enables crews toews to  
get morget more line cleaned before line cleaned before havinge having  
to leavto leave the jobsite to re the jobsite to refefill the seill the sewwerer  
truck with watertruck with water..

As is knoAs is known thrwn throughout the industroughout the industryy,,  
therthere are are tiere tiers of nozzles,s of nozzles, r rated for ated for 
water efficiency frwater efficiency from Tier 1 (aboutom Tier 1 (about  
30 per30 percent effcent efficient),icient),  Tier 2 (50-60 Tier 2 (50-60 
perpercent effcent efficient),icient), to  to Tier 3 (75-98 Tier 3 (75-98 
perpercent effcent efficient).icient).  

 Ho Howweveverer, e, even within the ven within the Tier Tier 
3 categor3 category thery there are are signife significanticant  
differdifferences in levences in levels of effels of efficiencyiciency..  
Opting for the loOpting for the lowwer end Tier 3er end Tier 3  
nozzle with 75 pernozzle with 75 percent effcent efficiencyiciency  
could still lead to additional trips to could still lead to additional trips to 
rrefefill.ill. Additionall Additionallyy,, such units may not such units may not  
rremovemove re restrictivestrictive sewe sewer buildup orer buildup or  
blockage in a timelblockage in a timely mannery manner..

AccorAccording to Stording to Storyy,, a  a Tier 1,Tier 1,  
30-degr30-degree drilled nozzle ree drilled nozzle runningunning  
72 gallons a minute at 2,200 psi will72 gallons a minute at 2,200 psi will  
onlonly exy exerert 13 pounds of fort 13 pounds of force to movce to move e 
debris nine feet awadebris nine feet away fry from the nozzle.om the nozzle.  
In contrIn contrast,ast, a very high-eff a very high-efficiency iciency Tier Tier 
3 nozzle running 60 gallons a minute3 nozzle running 60 gallons a minute  
at 2,000 psi will impact that plate nineat 2,000 psi will impact that plate nine  
feet awfeet away with 98 pounds of foray with 98 pounds of force.ce.  

“If y“If your objectivour objective is to re is to remoemovve e 
debris out of the sewdebris out of the sewer line,er line, which which  
one's going to do it better? 98 poundsone's going to do it better? 98 pounds  
of forof force or 13 pounds of force or 13 pounds of force?” asksce?” asks  
StorStoryy. “Using high-eff. “Using high-efficiency Tier 3 iciency Tier 3 
nozzles arnozzles are key to getting more key to getting more done e done 
in less time.in less time.””

33
SLOW DOWN EVENSLOW DOWN EVEN  
MORE TO REMOVEMORE TO REMOVE  
BLOCKAGESBLOCKAGES

While blockages come in manWhile blockages come in manyy  
vvarieties,arieties, including r including roots,oots, gr grease,ease,  
minermineral deposits,al deposits, and cav and cave-ins,e-ins, it is  it is 
essential to clean eessential to clean evven slowen slower whener when  
encountering one,encountering one, accor according to Stording to Storyy..  

“If the contr“If the contractor rushes up the actor rushes up the 
sewsewer line,er line, sooner or later the sooner or later they willy will  
run into a blockage of rrun into a blockage of roots,oots, gr grease,ease,  
etc.etc. and plug up their fr and plug up their front jets.ont jets. No Noww,,  
thethey no longer havy no longer have a penetrating tool.e a penetrating tool.  
TheThey havy have a battering ram,e a battering ram, a nozzle  a nozzle 
with no forwarwith no forward jets trd jets trying to feed itsying to feed its  
waway thry through the blockage,ough the blockage,”” sa says Storys Storyy..

He advisesHe advises, , “Instead, slo“Instead, slow dow downwn  
eevven moren more to re to remoemove a blockage andve a blockage and  
let the nozzle do the wlet the nozzle do the work.ork.  TThe rhe reason eason 
wwe put forware put forward jets on those nozzles d jets on those nozzles 
is so theis so they can open the blockage y can open the blockage 
beforbefore the nozzle are the nozzle arrivrives.es. By slo By slowingwing  
it doit down,wn, the water will open the the water will open the  
blockage eblockage evven beforen before the nozzle eve the nozzle ever er 
gets thergets there.e.””

44
AVOID BLOWNAVOID BLOWN  
TOILETS: SLOW DOWN,TOILETS: SLOW DOWN,  
AND CLEAN UP ANDAND CLEAN UP AND  

DOWN THE SEWER LINEDOWN THE SEWER LINE
As anAs any contry contractor knoactor knows,ws, a  a “blo“blown wn 
toilet”toilet” can leav can leave sewe sewer materer material onial on  
a homeoa homeowner’wner’s fs floor and toilet seat,loor and toilet seat,  
rraising tensions in the communityaising tensions in the community. . TThishis  
occuroccurs when the contrs when the contractor rushes up actor rushes up 
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the sewthe sewer line with little or no cleaning er line with little or no cleaning 
going up the sewgoing up the sewer line on the fer line on the firirst st 
pass.pass. This r This results in excessivesults in excessive piles of e piles of 
debris on the rdebris on the retureturn trip thrn trip through theough the  
same strsame stretch of sewetch of sewer line.er line.

AccorAccording to Ken Billingham, KEGding to Ken Billingham, KEG  
interinternational prnational product specialist,oduct specialist, air  air 
fflolow frw from the jet nozzle comprom the jet nozzle compresses esses 
betwbetween the nozzle and the debreen the nozzle and the debrisis,,  
crcreating signifeating significant positivicant positive pre pressuressure.e.  
When the debris passes by a home’When the debris passes by a home’s s 
serservice linevice line, the pr, the pressurized air blastsessurized air blasts  
up and out of the serup and out of the service linevice line, causing, causing  
a bloa blown toilet.wn toilet.  

The solution,The solution, accor according to ding to 
Billingham,Billingham, is to slo is to slow down and cleanw down and clean  
going dogoing down the sewwn the sewer line and back.er line and back.  
This can larThis can largely prgely preevvent the conditions ent the conditions 
that too often lead to blothat too often lead to blown toilets.wn toilets.

The same apprThe same approach can proach can preevventent  
the wthe wororst incidents – when rst incidents – when rotting otting 
black material trblack material trapped in sewapped in sewer pipe er pipe 
sags gets launched into homeosags gets launched into homeowner’wner’s s 
bathrbathrooms.ooms. “By cleaning slo “By cleaning slowlywly,,  
contrcontractoractors ars are able to pull the watere able to pull the water  
and trand trapped material out of the pipe apped material out of the pipe 
sags,sags, so they will not blo so they will not blow the ww the wororst st 
kind of material out of the toilet,kind of material out of the toilet,””  
sasays Billingham.ys Billingham.

When the city of OttawWhen the city of Ottawa in Ontara in Ontarioio,,  
Canada had a serious issue with Canada had a serious issue with 
bloblown toilets,wn toilets, the city council w the city council would ould 
not allonot allow seww sewer cleaning crer cleaning crews to go ews to go 
into cerinto certain partain parts of tots of town wherwn where there there e 
wwerere chre chronic pronic problems.oblems.

After Billingham conducted a thrAfter Billingham conducted a three-ee-
daday try training session with the city’aining session with the city’s s 
contrcontractoractors,s, the local newspaper the local newspaper  
rreporeported that the trted that the training had helped aining had helped 
to rto reduce blown toilets in the city beduce blown toilets in the city byy  
88 per88 percent.cent.

55
SET UP AND USE CHAINSET UP AND USE CHAIN  
CUTTERS CORRECTLYCUTTERS CORRECTLY
Chain cutterChain cutters can be used s can be used 

to rto removemove most types of sewe most types of sewer line er line 
blockages.blockages. As an example As an example, high output, high output  
tortorque cutterque cutters such as KEG’s such as KEG’s Micrs Micro o 
Chain Cutter can rChain Cutter can readily readily remoemove lightve light  
rroots,oots, while its Super while its Supernonova Chain Cutterva Chain Cutter  
is designed to eliminate heavy ris designed to eliminate heavy rootoot  
blockages as wblockages as well as scale,ell as scale, miner mineral al 
deposits,deposits, and year and years of hars of hardened dened 
grgrease.ease. Ho Howweveverer, these tools m, these tools must be ust be 
set up and used corrset up and used correctlyectly..

“Chain cutter“Chain cutters ars are fore forgiving,giving, but but  
most people armost people are hesitant to use them e hesitant to use them 
because if thebecause if they ary are set up wre set up wrong or ong or 
run imprrun improperlyoperly, the, they can destry can destrooy youry your  
pipe.pipe. If you set it up right, If you set it up right, and run it  and run it 
prproperlyoperly,, y you will neou will never damage aver damage a  
pipe,pipe,”” says Story says Story..

StorStory say says that contractorys that contractors ms must firust first st 
set up cutterset up cutters cors corrrectly and folloectly and follow the w the 
manufacturmanufacturer’er’s guidelines.s guidelines. In gener In general,al,  
he adviseshe advises, it is best to set up the, it is best to set up the  
cutter chain to be about one inchcutter chain to be about one inch  
smaller than the pipe it will cut (i.e.,smaller than the pipe it will cut (i.e.,  
use a 9-inch cutter chain in a 10-inchuse a 9-inch cutter chain in a 10-inch  
pipe,pipe, etc.) etc.)

As for operAs for operating the cutterating the cutter, he sa, he says,ys,  
“Let the tool find its wa“Let the tool find its way doy down. wn. YYou ou 
will knowill know when it’w when it’s in contact with s in contact with 
rroots.oots.  YYou can feel it. ou can feel it. YYou can smell it.ou can smell it.  
YYou can hear the change in the waou can hear the change in the way y 
that the tool wthat the tool worksorks.. Just keep feeding  Just keep feeding 
it in sloit in slow and steady until it getsw and steady until it gets  
thrthrough the prough the problem.oblem.””

66
USE A CAMERAUSE A CAMERA  
NOZZLE TO QUICKLYNOZZLE TO QUICKLY  
DETERMINE THEDETERMINE THE  

PROBLEM OR VERIFYPROBLEM OR VERIFY  
COMPLIANCECOMPLIANCE
When contrWhen contractoractors need to quicklys need to quickly  
assess the condition of a sewassess the condition of a sewer line er line 
to determine a solution or document to determine a solution or document 
its condition to vits condition to vererify mandatedify mandated  
compliance,compliance, today nozzles with today nozzles with  
integrintegrated camerated cameras can accomplish as can accomplish 
both during rboth during routine cleaning.outine cleaning.

“A small m“A small municipality could use aunicipality could use a  
camercamera-nozzle to inspect their oa-nozzle to inspect their own wn 
pipes to vpipes to vererify theify they ary are clean instead e clean instead 
of controf contracting it out.acting it out. If they found an If they found any y 
major prmajor problems,oblems, they could bring their they could bring their  
contrcontractor in,actor in,”” sa says Ken Billingham.ys Ken Billingham.
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“When the oper“When the operator is havingator is having  
prproblems troblems trying to get thrying to get through a pipe,ough a pipe,  
a camera camera-nozzle can take a quick look a-nozzle can take a quick look 
at it,at it, so the so they can pick the right tool,y can pick the right tool,  
whether it is a cutterwhether it is a cutter, blockage nozzle, blockage nozzle,,  
or digging cror digging crewew,,”” he adds. he adds.

FFor exampleor example, KEG’, KEG’s camers camera-nozzle,a-nozzle,  
called KleenSight,called KleenSight, offer offers opers operatorators s 
the ability to clean sewthe ability to clean sewer and storer and stormm  
lines while rlines while recorecording videoding video, as w, as well as ell as 
quicklquickly assess the line without having toy assess the line without having to  
use a CCTV cameruse a CCTV camera truck. Onla truck. Only a jetter y a jetter 
hose connection is rhose connection is requirequired—no cables ed—no cables 
or wiror wires.es.  WWith wi-fi capabilityith wi-fi capability,, the  the 
camercamera captura captures the video in memores the video in memoryy  
and alloand allows viewing and dows viewing and downloads on wnloads on 
anany y WWi-Fi enabled dei-Fi enabled device,vice, such as a  such as a 
smarsmartphonetphone, laptop, laptop, and so on., and so on.

StorStory adds an important wy adds an important worord of d of 
caution:caution: “An “Anytime yytime you put a rou put a root oot 
cutter in ancutter in any kind of pipe,y kind of pipe, the line  the line 
should alshould alwaways be inspected with a ys be inspected with a 
camercamera fa firirst,st, and a camer and a camera nozzle a nozzle 
makes this easymakes this easy.. Also Also,, all cutting  all cutting 
should be done with a camershould be done with a camera to help a to help 
the contrthe contractor knoactor know what he or shew what he or she  
is doingis doing.. This is critical because with This is critical because with  
all the vall the varied utilities in the graried utilities in the ground, ifound, if  
yyou'rou're not inspecting the pipe,e not inspecting the pipe, y you'rou're e 
liable to hit electric lines,liable to hit electric lines, gas lines, gas lines, or  or 
fiber optic lines—and that can cause fiber optic lines—and that can cause 
explosions or serious outages.explosions or serious outages.””

77
CONDUCT INDUSTRYCONDUCT INDUSTRY  
BEST-PRACTICEBEST-PRACTICE  
TRAINING TO OPTIMIZETRAINING TO OPTIMIZE  

SAFETY AND PRODUCTIONSAFETY AND PRODUCTION
Most mMost municipal contrunicipal contractoractors do nots do not  
havhave the time to keep up-to-date e the time to keep up-to-date 
with the industrwith the industry’y’s best prs best practices and actices and 
equipment.equipment. That can lead to costl That can lead to costly y 
errerrorors and es and even safety hazarven safety hazards.ds. For For  
those who wthose who want to enhance the safety ant to enhance the safety 
and prand productivity of their woductivity of their workfororkforce,ce,  
scheduling periodic or ongoing scheduling periodic or ongoing 
trtraining can raining can resolvesolve sere serious issuesious issues  
and turand turn prn problems into stroblems into strengths,engths, as  as 
trtraining did with the city of Ottawaining did with the city of Ottawa.a.

“Whether contr“Whether contractoractors take s take 
advadvantage of online or in-perantage of online or in-person son 
classes,classes, or get hands-on instr or get hands-on instruction,uction,  
guidance,guidance, and practice right in their and practice right in their  
oown communitieswn communities, learning best-, learning best-
prpractice techniques usually paactice techniques usually pays off ys off 
quicklquickly in impry in improovved sered service qualityvice quality  
and prand production,oduction,”” concludes Stor concludes Storyy..    

DEL WILLIAMS DEL WILLIAMS   is a is a technical writer technical writer based based in Torrance, in Torrance, California. California. KEG Technologies KEG Technologies 

Inc. Inc. offers a offers a wide range wide range of of nozzles to nozzles to satisfy satisfy the most the most difficult pipe difficult pipe cleaningcleaning  

conditions conditions imaginable. From imaginable. From value priced value priced Tier Tier 1 nozzles 1 nozzles to to patented ultra-high patented ultra-high 

efficiency efficiency Tier 3 Tier 3 nozzles, KEG nozzles, KEG nozzles nozzles get the get the job job done fast. done fast. For more For more information,information,  

call 866.595.0515 or visit call 866.595.0515 or visit www.kegtechnologies.netwww.kegtechnologies.net..
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RR ivivererside Public Utilities (RPU) side Public Utilities (RPU) 
has been prhas been providing woviding water ater 
and electricity to the city of and electricity to the city of 

RivRivererside,side, Califor California,nia, since 1895. since 1895. As As  
an innoan innovativative public utility serving ve public utility serving 
70,000 customer70,000 customers,s, RPU has dev RPU has developed eloped 
a new initiatia new initiative—Utility 2.0,ve—Utility 2.0, a str a strategicategic  
plan that addrplan that addresses big challenges esses big challenges 
that all utilities arthat all utilities are facing todaye facing today..  
Some of these challenges that affectSome of these challenges that affect  
the delivthe deliverery of safe drinking watery of safe drinking water  
include ageing infrinclude ageing infrastructurastructure,e, climate  climate 
change,change, new go new govverernment rnment regulations,egulations,  
aging waging workfororkforce,ce, and of cour and of course se 
technologytechnology..  TTechnology has a rechnology has a role to ole to 

plaplay in all these ary in all these areas and Riveas and Rivererside is side is 
knoknown for keeping ahead of the curwn for keeping ahead of the curvve.e.  

AUTOMATING INFORMATIONAUTOMATING INFORMATION
In 2007,In 2007, when most m when most municipalities unicipalities 
rrelied on sprelied on spreadsheets and pen-and-eadsheets and pen-and-
paper rpaper reporeporting,ting, RPU implemented  RPU implemented 
WWaterTaterTrrax to consolidate and automate ax to consolidate and automate 
water quality sample data trwater quality sample data transferansfers s 
frfrom the laboratoriesom the laboratories. Included in. Included in  
the implementation was a thorthe implementation was a thoroughough  
imporimport and migrt and migration of historical data.ation of historical data.  
Having State CertifHaving State Certified Enied Envirvironmental onmental 
LaborLaboratories upload ratories upload results theyesults they  
prproduce diroduce directly into ectly into WWaterTaterTrrax, alloax, allows ws 

RPU to utilize RPU to utilize WWaterTaterTrrax as its securax as its secure e 
database of rdatabase of recorecord. d. TTherhere is no ability e is no ability 
for the end user to edit an analfor the end user to edit an analyticalytical  
rresult or accidentally make a typo asesult or accidentally make a typo as  
with a sprwith a spreadsheet.eadsheet.  

WWaterTaterTrrax’ax’s users user-fr-friendliendly interface y interface 
givgives RPU immediate access to es RPU immediate access to 
the information in an orthe information in an organizedganized  
useful format. Out-of-the-bouseful format. Out-of-the-box rx reporeportt  
genergenerating,ating, ar archiving,chiving, and tr and trend end 
analanalysis tools arysis tools are utilized on a daile utilized on a dailyy  
basis to fulfill data rbasis to fulfill data requests and to equests and to 
monitor trmonitor treatment plant preatment plant processes ocesses 
and rand raw waw water trater trends.ends.  WWaterTaterTrrax ax 
strstreamlines reamlines regulatoregulatory compliancey compliance  

RIVERSIDE FORGING AHEAD RIVERSIDE FORGING AHEAD 
ON WATER QUALITY ON WATER QUALITY 
Integrated software platform streamlines compliance  Integrated software platform streamlines compliance  
and protects public safetyand protects public safety  
BY JOHN YAP, AQUATIC INFORMATICSBY JOHN YAP, AQUATIC INFORMATICS
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and prand provides alert notifovides alert notifiications wcations whenhen  
parparameterameters ars are under or oe under or ovver theer the  
set rset range,ange, which allo which allows the utility ws the utility 
to geogrto geographically pinpoint traphically pinpoint trouble ouble 
spots and enact corrspots and enact correctivective measure measures es 
when needed.when needed.

SEEKING IMPROVEMENTSSEEKING IMPROVEMENTS
In 2018,In 2018,  WWaterTaterTrrax rax released a freleased a free APIee API  
to existing customerto existing customers,s, as a means to as a means to  
seamlesslseamlessly integry integrate ate WWaterTaterTrrax with ax with 

thirthird-pard-partyty systems (for e systems (for examplexample,,  
BI tools,BI tools, CMMS, CMMS, GIS GIS,, etc etc.),.), in a secur in a securee  
and automated mannerand automated manner.. As ex As expectedpected  
RPU was quick to jump on boarRPU was quick to jump on board andd and  
see hosee how thew they could fury could further imprther improovve e 
efficiencies in operefficiencies in operations and whatations and what  
imprimprovovements,ements, if any if any, could be made, could be made  
with deeper data analwith deeper data analytics.ytics.

RobinRobin  
,,  GlenneGlenneyy

ualityuality  wwater qater q
rrator ator administadminist

ide ide at Riat Rivvererss
tilities,tilities,  Public UPublic U

adedaded  spearhespearhe
adoption,adoption,  the API the API 
th the PIth the PI  along wialong wi

ith a uniqueith a unique  team.team.  WW
having beenhaving been  API keAPI key y 
y Wy WaterTaterTraxrax  issued issued bb

ely access theely access the  to securto secur
utility was ableutility was able  API,API, the  the 

 configur configuring theing the  to beginto begin
pprppropropriateliately map y map tool to atool to a

sequentlsequently trigger y trigger and suband sub
fer of hundrfer of hundreds eds the trthe transans

ands of data pointsands of data points  of thousof thous
multitude of analmultitude of analytes ytes frfrom a om a 
ed with hundred with hundreds eds associatassociat

ing locations fring locations from om of samplof sampl
ax into their interax into their internalnal  WWaterTaterTrr

PI System.PI System. The entir The entire e OSISoft OSISoft 
 of integ of integrrating ating WWaterTaterTrrax ax prprocessocess

 PI System, PI System, which included which included  with thewith the
ent quality assurent quality assurance ance a stra stringing

prprocess to ensurocess to ensure accure accuracyacy  testing testing 
was completed in less thanwas completed in less than  of data,of data,  

ths.ths.  six monsix mon

II RATING DATARATING DATA  NTEGNTEG
SS SYSTEMSSS SYSTEMSACROACRO

PI function enabled the trPI function enabled the transfer ansfer TThe he AA
ngestion of water quality datangestion of water quality data  and iand i
  WWaterTaterTrrax into Rivax into Rivererside’side’s inters internalnal  frfromom

iness intelligence tool,iness intelligence tool, OSISoft PI  OSISoft PI bbusus
stem—a vstem—a vehicle used for centrehicle used for centralizing alizing SySy

data sourdata sourced frced from other businessom other business  
units including SCADA,units including SCADA, Esr Esri GISi GIS, and, and  
asset management/wasset management/work orork order system der system 
(UW(UWAM). AM). TThe integrhe integration enables RPU ation enables RPU 

Water quality sites and Water quality sites and   
regulatory reports on display.regulatory reports on display.

John W. North Water Treatment Plant’s membrane John W. North Water Treatment Plant’s membrane 
filtration that can treat up to 10 million gallons per day.filtration that can treat up to 10 million gallons per day.
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to view currto view current data frent data from systems that wom systems that werere pre previousleviously siloed y siloed 
and isolated.and isolated. This integr This integration has pration has proovided the utility with vided the utility with 
a mora more holistic view of their distribution system samples,e holistic view of their distribution system samples,  
trtreatment plant preatment plant process controcess control samples and gol samples and grroundwoundwater ater 
wwell samples.ell samples. Having all the data automaticall Having all the data automatically funnel y funnel 
into a centrinto a centralized system as it becomes aalized system as it becomes available meansvailable means  
staff no longer needs to manuallstaff no longer needs to manually extry extract data separatelact data separately y 
frfrom om WWaterTaterTrrax, SCADax, SCADA,A, and UW and UWAM beforAM before perfore performingming  
subsequent data manipulation.subsequent data manipulation. This has made the pr This has made the process of ocess of 
data compilation and rdata compilation and reporeport genert generation much moration much more effe efficient.icient.

The integrThe integration of the OSISoft PI and ation of the OSISoft PI and WWaterTaterTrrax has ax has 
yielded other benefits to the utility and its key useryielded other benefits to the utility and its key users.s.  Visual Visual 
displadisplays can noys can now be crw be created and automatically updatedeated and automatically updated  
as new data is made aas new data is made availablevailable. Mor. Moreoeovverer,, dashboar dashboards ards are e 
displadisplayyed on a secured on a secure site for operatore site for operators and managements and management  
to see in rto see in real time.eal time. This has had a significant impact on the  This has had a significant impact on the 
operoperations team with rations team with respect to imprespect to improoving the effving the efficiencyiciency  
of water quality management,of water quality management, which is al which is alwaways a prys a priorityiority  
when adopting newhen adopting new softwarw software solutions.e solutions.

CONNECTING DATA TO USERSCONNECTING DATA TO USERS
RPU’RPU’s grs groundwater woundwater wells and trells and treatment facility effeatment facility effluentsluents  
blend prior to enterblend prior to entering the distribing the distribution system.ution system. Real-time  Real-time 
data frdata from SCADA and om SCADA and WWaterTaterTrrax arax are intege integrrated in a blend ated in a blend 
model dashboarmodel dashboard, wd, wherhere oe over 500 calculations run rver 500 calculations run real eal 
time and shotime and show operw operatorators the blend at each trs the blend at each transmission ansmission 
main,main, as w as well as entering the distrell as entering the distribibution system. If therution system. If theree  
is a change to the blend that exceeds the establishedis a change to the blend that exceeds the established  
setpoints,setpoints, the water quality team gets an email or text the water quality team gets an email or text  
message alermessage alert.t.  TThis allohis allows the operws the operational team to make ational team to make 
timeltimely and appry and appropropriate decisionsiate decisions..  

WWater quality data frater quality data from om WWaterTaterTrrax and serax and servicevice  
rrequests frequests from UWAM arom UWAM are plotted on a map in ESRI GIS e plotted on a map in ESRI GIS 
and displaand displayyed on a dashboared on a dashboard allowing staff to visualizd allowing staff to visualize e 
location of serlocation of service calls alongside chlorine rvice calls alongside chlorine residuals and esiduals and 
other water quality data.other water quality data.

“The API integr“The API integration has ration has really impreally improovved our ability to ed our ability to 
quicklquickly make decisions based on ry make decisions based on real time data,eal time data,”” says says  
Robin GlenneRobin Glenneyy.. “The adv “The advantage of combining information antage of combining information 
frfrom SCADA,om SCADA, UWAM, UWAM, and  and WWaterTaterTrrax givax gives us the big es us the big 
picturpicture in one place and allows us to impre in one place and allows us to improovve perfore performancemance  
and operand operational effational efficiencyiciency,,”” Glenne Glenney concludes.y concludes.  

JOHN YAPJOHN YAP  is WaterTrax is WaterTrax senior product senior product manager manager for Aquatic for Aquatic 

Informatics. Informatics. He works He works with municipal with municipal water water professionals to professionals to 

design and deliver a robust suite of water and wastewaterdesign and deliver a robust suite of water and wastewater  

data management software solutions with a focus on industrydata management software solutions with a focus on industry  

best best practices and practices and regulatory standards. regulatory standards. As As leader of leader of thethe  

WaterTrax WaterTrax product team, product team, Yap continues Yap continues to to enhance features enhance features 

and and functionality to functionality to optimize user optimize user experience. experience. AquaticAquatic  

Informatics, Informatics, the producers the producers of WaterTrax, of WaterTrax, provide provide ongoingongoing  

support and training for newly released features throughsupport and training for newly released features through  

regular software updates, ensuring that utilities get the mostregular software updates, ensuring that utilities get the most  

out of their data with the constant evolution of technology.out of their data with the constant evolution of technology.  

For more information, visit For more information, visit www.aquaticinformatics.comwww.aquaticinformatics.com..
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SEE SEE   
•PART ONE••PART ONE•

VISITVISIT

The anti-stagnation valves have reduced the use and maintenance of Hamilton’s pumps by The anti-stagnation valves have reduced the use and maintenance of Hamilton’s pumps by 
50 percent, which has a significant cost saving now and in future planning of pump stations.50 percent, which has a significant cost saving now and in future planning of pump stations.
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DDetermining the optimal retermining the optimal runun  
time of the stagnation vtime of the stagnation valvalve e 
depends on a few pardepends on a few parameterameters s 

that can vthat can varary fry from one location toom one location to  
anotheranother.. Dav Dave Albere Alberton,ton, manager of  manager of 
water distribwater distribution and wasteution and wastewaterwater  
collection for Hamilton collection for Hamilton WWaterater,, points  points 
out,out, “Our engineering fir “Our engineering firm crm created aeated a  
sprspreadsheet to detereadsheet to determine homine how long w long 
the anti-stagnation vthe anti-stagnation valvalves need to es need to 
open foropen for.. By enter By entering in the diametering in the diameter  
of the pipe that the normally-closedof the pipe that the normally-closed  
boundarboundary vy valvalve is connected to,e is connected to, and  and 
the distance to the nearthe distance to the nearest piping est piping 
interintersection, upstrsection, upstream or doeam or downstrwnstream eam 
of the isolation vof the isolation valvalve (whichee (whichevver is er is 
longer),longer), the pr the program calculates theogram calculates the  
total vtotal volume of potentially stagnantolume of potentially stagnant  
water on one side of the boundary water on one side of the boundary 
vvalvalve.e.  TThen when we input the upper zone e input the upper zone 
and loand lowwer zone prer zone pressuressures which ares which are e 
normally constant.normally constant. And lastl And lastlyy,, we we  
can can ‘play’‘play’ with the size of the anti- with the size of the anti-
stagnation vstagnation valvalve—tre—trying differying different ent 
sizes to see wsizes to see what is the most suitable hat is the most suitable 
for the application.for the application.””  

The prThe progrogram takes the valvam takes the valve’e’s sizes size,,  
conconvvererts that to its Cv and can thents that to its Cv and can then  
calculate the fcalculate the flolow thrw through the valvough the valve e 
using the equation Q (fusing the equation Q (flolow) = Cv w) = Cv 
* squar* square re root of the Dp acroot of the Dp across the oss the 
vvalvalve.e.  TThe vhe volume divided by the floolume divided by the flow w 
rrate givate gives the city the time res the city the time requirequired ed 
to fto flolow the entirw the entire ve volume of stagnant olume of stagnant 
water thrwater through the vough the valvealve..

BATTERY USE AND RELIABILITYBATTERY USE AND RELIABILITY
TTo meet the need for high demand o meet the need for high demand 
and rand reliability without fail, the latchingeliability without fail, the latching  
solenoid is a high-quality unit,solenoid is a high-quality unit, and the  and the 
entirentire valve valve,e, including the solenoid, including the solenoid, is  is 

rrated to 232 psi.ated to 232 psi. It can range in siz It can range in size e 
frfrom 1/2 to 4 inches,om 1/2 to 4 inches, but most common but most common  
is the 3/4 inch.is the 3/4 inch. The unit runs off a The unit runs off a  
long life 9-vlong life 9-volt lithium batterolt lithium battery and they and the  
whole assemblwhole assembly is IP-68 submery is IP-68 submersible sible 
which is important to havwhich is important to have in a valve in a valve e 
chamber wherchamber where fe flooding can happen.looding can happen.  
The batterThe battery is ry is rated for thrated for three yee yearears s 
of serof servicevice, b, but the city prut the city preferefers to err s to err 
on the side of caution and ron the side of caution and replace the eplace the 
batteries ebatteries evverery yy year durear during ring regular egular 
maintenance checks to ensurmaintenance checks to ensure the e the 
vvalvalves ares are we working prorking properly andoperly and  
continue to do socontinue to do so..  

“In the w“In the wororst case,st case, if the batter if the batteryy  
runs out of poruns out of powerwer,, the v the valvalve will e will 
cease to function but is designed tocease to function but is designed to  

fail in the closed position.fail in the closed position. The unit The unit  
will rwill retain its pretain its progogrram so that,am so that, when a when a  
frfresh batteresh battery is installed,y is installed, the pr the programogram  
does not havdoes not have to be re to be re-entere-entered.ed.  When When 
connected to a computer the unit willconnected to a computer the unit will  
synch to its date,synch to its date,”” says  says AlberAlberton.ton.

SAVINGS ACROSS THE BOARDSAVINGS ACROSS THE BOARD
The pilot prThe pilot project focused on thiroject focused on thirty-ty-
sesevven water distribution leen water distribution levvel valvel valveses  
and open band open bypass lines that separypass lines that separate ate 
the twthe two pro pressuressure districts.e districts. The The  
prprevious one-yevious one-year historear historic pumpingic pumping  
station electrical demand (kW) station electrical demand (kW) 
and enerand energy consumption (kWh) gy consumption (kWh) 
wwerere used as a baseline for the e used as a baseline for the 
pilot prpilot project.oject.  

BENEFITS OF INSTALLING BENEFITS OF INSTALLING 
ANTI-STAGNATION VALVESANTI-STAGNATION VALVES
City of Hamilton reduces pump costs and energy consumptionCity of Hamilton reduces pump costs and energy consumption
PartPart 2 2 of 2 of 2  
BY PETER SUCHARDA, DEVINE & ASSOCIATES, AND MARK GIMSON, CLA-VAL COMPANYBY PETER SUCHARDA, DEVINE & ASSOCIATES, AND MARK GIMSON, CLA-VAL COMPANY

Hamilton Water staff perform maintenance on anti-stagnation valve.Hamilton Water staff perform maintenance on anti-stagnation valve.
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The post-rThe post-retretrofit perofit period is beingiod is being  
continuouslcontinuously monitory monitored using the city ed using the city 
of Hamilton’of Hamilton’s Office of Eners Office of Energy Initiativgy Initiatives es 
to gather electrical demand (kW) and to gather electrical demand (kW) and 
enerenergy consumption (kWh) data to gy consumption (kWh) data to 
vvererify actual prify actual project eneroject energy savingsgy savings  
and electrical demand rand electrical demand reduction.eduction.  

Based on the prBased on the product calculations,oduct calculations,  
it was estimated that each vit was estimated that each valvalve e 
wwould savould save 44,000 kWh of enere 44,000 kWh of energygy,,  
or 1,628,000 kWh per yor 1,628,000 kWh per year in total ear in total 
for thirfor thirty-sety-seven vven valvalves.es. This w This was as 
based on a 185-kW rbased on a 185-kW reduction in eduction in 
electrical demand and a 24/7 prelectrical demand and a 24/7 process ocess 
operoperation.ation. How Howeeverver, the v, the valvalve timere timers s 
wwerere set for fe set for fifteen minifteen minutes,utes, which is which is  
shorshorter than the original time used toter than the original time used to  
estimate savingsestimate savings,, so the actual ener so the actual energy gy 
savings wsavings werere ee even grven greatereater..

ENERGY SAVINGSENERGY SAVINGS

The grThe graph shoaph shows the fws the flolow beforw before e 
and after the anti-stagnation vand after the anti-stagnation valvalve e 
installation.installation. The actual r The actual results of the esults of the 
pilot study wpilot study werere a monthly sae a monthly savings vings 
of 258,515 kWh which equates to aof 258,515 kWh which equates to a  
rreduction 3,102,180 kWh per yeareduction 3,102,180 kWh per year  
of enerof energy use.gy use. This tr This translates into anslates into 
an annual coast saan annual coast savings of CDN vings of CDN 
$199,637 for the pilot pr$199,637 for the pilot project. oject. WWith aith a  
total installed prtotal installed project cost of under oject cost of under 
CDN $90,000,CDN $90,000, the simple payback is the simple payback is  
under fivunder five months for this technologye months for this technology..

WATER SAVINGSWATER SAVINGS

Using anti-stagnation vUsing anti-stagnation valvalves has es has 
enabled the city to eliminateenabled the city to eliminate  
stagnant water concerns and rstagnant water concerns and reduceeduce  
water consumption.water consumption. The v The valvalves ares are e 
prprogogrrammed to open at staggerammed to open at staggered ed 
times in ortimes in order to minimize impact der to minimize impact 
to the system.to the system. By f By flolowing during wing during 
the dathe daytime,ytime, when ther when there is nore is normalmal  
demand,demand, these valv these valves can res can reduce and educe and 
eevven eliminate oven eliminate overer-pr-pressurization essurization 
in the loin the lowwer system. er system. As theAs they fy flolow w 
for shorfor shorter periods of time therter periods of time there is e is 
less wless wear and tear to the chamber ear and tear to the chamber 
pipingpiping,, signif significantlicantly ry reducing breducing breaks eaks 

dodown the 3/4-inch line elbown the 3/4-inch line elbows and ws and 
fittings that occur due to high velocityfittings that occur due to high velocity  
fflolow and cavitation issuesw and cavitation issues.. Since the  Since the 
pilot prpilot project watermain broject watermain breaks haveaks have e 
decrdecreased by 15 pereased by 15 percent rcent resulting in esulting in 
a ra reduction of non-reduction of non-revevenue water lossenue water loss..

EQUIPMENT SAVINGSEQUIPMENT SAVINGS

By rBy reducing feducing floloww, the city will also, the city will also  
rreduce equipment costs associated educe equipment costs associated 
with delivwith deliverering that wing that water in thrater in three ee 
kekey ary areas.eas.  

1. ANNUAL MAINTENANCE:1. ANNUAL MAINTENANCE:  As pumpAs pump  
usage is rusage is reduced by 50 pereduced by 50 percent,cent,  

All problems eliminated by implementing an anti-stagnation valve to open only when required.All problems eliminated by implementing an anti-stagnation valve to open only when required.

PRESSURE DISTRICT 4 AND PRESSURE DISTRICT 8 - ANTI STAGNATION VALVE PROJECT RESULTSPRESSURE DISTRICT 4 AND PRESSURE DISTRICT 8 - ANTI STAGNATION VALVE PROJECT RESULTS
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maintenance costs shouldmaintenance costs should  
decrdecrease by 50 perease by 50 percent (based on cent (based on 
running time).running time).  

2. PUMP REPLACEMENT COSTS: 2. PUMP REPLACEMENT COSTS: With With 
50 per50 percent rcent reduction in opereduction in operation,ation,  
each pump’each pump’s life expectancy wills life expectancy will  
double.double. T Therhereforefore,e,  rreplacement eplacement 
cost will drcost will drop by half on aop by half on a  
yyearly basisearly basis..  

3. NEW STATION COSTS: 3. NEW STATION COSTS: If theIf the  
original plan woriginal plan werere to use four e to use four 
pumps but nopumps but now only tww only two aro are e 
rrequirequired, need, new station costs will w station costs will 
decrdecrease signifease significantlicantlyy..  WWith aith a  
rreduced number of pumps,educed number of pumps,  
station size decrstation size decreases as does eases as does 
its complexity since the stationits complexity since the station  
will rwill requirequire less valve less valves and es and 
associated pipingassociated piping..

The pilot prThe pilot project (Phase 1) has oject (Phase 1) has 
clearlclearly demonstry demonstrated that incrated that incrediblediblyy  
significant enersignificant energy savings and wgy savings and water ater 
rreduction for the city of Hamilton is eduction for the city of Hamilton is 
achieachievable using the anti-stagnationvable using the anti-stagnation  

vvalvalve technology in its pre technology in its pressuressure e 
district zones.district zones.  

“W“We have have a culture a culture of continuouse of continuous  
imprimprovovement at Hamilton ement at Hamilton WWaterater,,  
so with such a positivso with such a positive ROI and e ROI and 
rreduction on enereduction on energy consumption gy consumption 
wwe are are noe now in the prw in the process of rocess of rolling olling 
out twout two moro more phases.e phases. Phase 2 will  Phase 2 will 
ininvvolvolve the installation of an additional e the installation of an additional 
thirthirty-sety-seven vven valvalves,es, pr prooviding an viding an 
enerenergy savings estimated at 445,000gy savings estimated at 445,000  
kWh per ykWh per year … Phase 3 will see ear … Phase 3 will see 
the installation of a furthe installation of a further 36ther 36  
vvalvalves,es, estimated to r estimated to reduce enereduce energygy  
consumption bconsumption by 400,000 kWh pery 400,000 kWh per  
yyearear,,””  adds Alberton.adds Alberton.

THE TIME IS NOWTHE TIME IS NOW
The city of Hamilton is wThe city of Hamilton is well on its waell on its way y 
to imprto improving operoving operational prational practices actices 
that rthat reduce carbon emissions with the educe carbon emissions with the 
end game of 60 perend game of 60 percent rcent reduction in eduction in 
emissions bemissions by 2050.y 2050.  

“Ev“Everery effory effort counts wt counts when it hen it 
comes to saving the planet for ourcomes to saving the planet for our  
futurfuture generationse generations.. I encour I encourage age 
all mall municipalities to step up tounicipalities to step up to  

the challenge—the technology isthe challenge—the technology is  
therthere,e, it’ it’s up to us to implement it,s up to us to implement it,””  
concludes Alberconcludes Alberton.ton.  

PETER SUCHARDA, P.ENG.,PETER SUCHARDA, P.ENG.,  i is s 

president president of Devine of Devine & Associates, & Associates, whichwhich  

works with end users, consultants,works with end users, consultants,  

and contractors to design, produce,and contractors to design, produce,  

implement, and support flowimplement, and support flow  

solutions for water, wastewater,solutions for water, wastewater,  

storm water, slurry, and other fluidstorm water, slurry, and other fluid  

applications. applications. He can He can be reached be reached 

at psucharda@devineassoc.com.at psucharda@devineassoc.com.  

MARK GIMSONMARK GIMSON is director of is director of  

marketing and international sales formarketing and international sales for  

Cla-Val Cla-Val Company and Company and can be can be reachedreached  

at at mgimson@cla-val.com. Cla-Val mgimson@cla-val.com. Cla-Val 

is a world-leading designer andis a world-leading designer and  

manufacturer of automatic controlmanufacturer of automatic control  

valves. From reducing and reliefvalves. From reducing and relief  

valves to deluge, air valves and more,valves to deluge, air valves and more,  

Cla-Val Cla-Val manufactures and manufactures and provides a provides a 

wide variety of solutions for use inwide variety of solutions for use in  

some of the world’s most demandingsome of the world’s most demanding  

applications. For more information,applications. For more information,  

visit visit www.cla-val.comwww.cla-val.com..
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DOUBLE DUTY FOR DOUBLE DUTY FOR   
TWIN SCREW PUMPSTWIN SCREW PUMPS
Keep pace with evolving consumer demand  Keep pace with evolving consumer demand  
with twin screw pump technology with twin screw pump technology 

BY TOM KORTE, RODEMBY TOM KORTE, RODEM

KK eeping pace with tweeping pace with twenty-fenty-firirst centurst century consumery consumer  
demand while maintaining operdemand while maintaining operational costs and ational costs and 
prproduction schedules is troduction schedules is tr ickier than eickier than everver. In. In  

todatoday’y’s fast-paced societys fast-paced society, food and be, food and bevvererage prage produceroducerss  
face rface rapidly changing consumer tastesapidly changing consumer tastes, constantl, constantlyy  
emeremerging fging flavlavor tror trends and the demand for a ends and the demand for a 
vvariety of choices on superariety of choices on supermarmarket shelvket shelves es 
eevvererywherywhere.e. As a r As a result,esult, these  these 
prproduceroducers must find crs must find creativeative wae waysys  
to incorporate flexibility intoto incorporate flexibility into  
their prtheir processing systems and ocessing systems and 
prproduction lines,oduction lines, while adhering  while adhering 
to tight operto tight operational budgetsational budgets    
and schedules.and schedules.

TTo meet these evo meet these everer-changing -changing 
trtrends and high consumer ends and high consumer 
expectationsexpectations, sa, savvy food prvvy food produceroducers s 
lelevverage twin screrage twin screw pumping technology to crew pumping technology to create the in-eate the in-
house fhouse flelexibility their prxibility their processes and consumerocesses and consumers’ demand.s’ demand.  
The Axiflow twin-scrThe Axiflow twin-screw positiew positive displacement pump has ave displacement pump has a  
non-contacting feed scrnon-contacting feed screw design,ew design, that facilitates a speed  that facilitates a speed 

rrange of less than 50 and up to 4,000 range of less than 50 and up to 4,000 rpm.pm. This means This means  
that the Axiflothat the Axiflow twin scrw twin screw pump is able to prew pump is able to process high-ocess high-

viscosity food prviscosity food products as well as looducts as well as low viscosity w viscosity 
ffluids like clean-in-place (CIP) solutionsluids like clean-in-place (CIP) solutions  

used for cleaningused for cleaning..
See hoSee how one Midww one Midwest yest yogurogurt t 

prproducer was able to improducer was able to improovve their e their 
fflalavvor changeovor changeover prer process to meet ocess to meet 
customer demand,customer demand, while contr while controlling olling 
operoperating costs,ating costs, impr improoving effving efficiencyiciency,,  
and eliminating doand eliminating downtime bywntime by  
incorporating twin scrincorporating twin screw pumpingew pumping  
technology into their prtechnology into their process for ocess for 

both prboth product and CIP duties.oduct and CIP duties.  

THE CHALLENGETHE CHALLENGE
Prior to incorPrior to incorporporating the twin scrating the twin screwew  

technologytechnology,, this pr this producer was using manoducer was using manual swing ual swing 
connections to fconnections to flush out betwlush out between feen flavlavor changes in their or changes in their 
yyogurogurt prt process sevocess severeral times dailyal times daily.. Br Breaking the lines for eaking the lines for 
fflalavvor changeovor changeoverers was negatis was negativvely affecting prely affecting production oduction 
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schedules due to the doschedules due to the downtime necessarwntime necessary to disconnect,y to disconnect,  
clean,clean, and r and reconnect.econnect.

This prThis producer faced other factoroducer faced other factors that contributed tos that contributed to  
unwanted dounwanted downtime associated with manual connectionswntime associated with manual connections  
and pump changes.and pump changes. For each flav For each flavor change,or change, they needed they needed  
manpomanpowwer to manually brer to manually break lines and make connections.eak lines and make connections.  
The need to rThe need to rely on manely on manual labor also opened the door for ual labor also opened the door for 
other factorother factors to impact prs to impact production effoduction efficiency—friciency—from human om human 
errerror to safety conceror to safety concerns as operns as operatorators navigate both os navigate both ovver er 
and under vand under vessels to make the swing connections.essels to make the swing connections.  

THE SOLUTIONTHE SOLUTION
In orIn order to meet consumer tastes and keep pace for der to meet consumer tastes and keep pace for 
prproduction demands,oduction demands, this pr this producer incoroducer incorporporated Axifated Axiflolow w 
twin scrtwin screw pump technology into their yew pump technology into their yogurogurt prt process to ocess to 
serservve as both pre as both process and CIP pumpocess and CIP pump. On viscous pr. On viscous products,oducts,  
twin scrtwin screw pumps can run at a rew pumps can run at a relativelatively loely low speed w speed 
prproviding a gentle yoviding a gentle yet vet verery high suction capability andy high suction capability and  
extrextremely loemely loww, if an, if anyy,, pulsation. pulsation.  

On thin,On thin, water water-like pr-like products,oducts, the Axiflow pump can be the Axiflow pump can be  
sped up to osped up to ovverercome the slip to maintain high vcome the slip to maintain high velocitieselocities  
to perform CIP and CIP rto perform CIP and CIP retureturn pump functionsn pump functions. Since the. Since the  
cleaning medium fcleaning medium flolows completely thrws completely through the pump at ough the pump at 
the rthe requirequired velocitiesed velocities,, outstanding cleaning r outstanding cleaning results aresults are e 
achieachievved. ed. The pump is also cleaned successfully bThe pump is also cleaned successfully by CIP y CIP 
eevven under the most diffen under the most difficult opericult operating conditions,ating conditions, as with  as with 
viscous dairviscous dairy pry products.oducts.

Because the AxifloBecause the Axiflow twin scrw twin screw pump can perform ew pump can perform 
double dutydouble duty,, both pr both process and CIPocess and CIP,, the they wery were able to e able to 
eliminate the need to breliminate the need to break lines and do manual swing eak lines and do manual swing 
connections to fconnections to flush out betwlush out between feen flavlavor changes,or changes, enabling  enabling 
grgreater uptime for preater uptime for production.oduction.  

When it is time to clean betwWhen it is time to clean between feen flalavorvors,s, the they simply ry simply ramp amp 
up the Axifloup the Axiflow pump that is also being used for prw pump that is also being used for process and ocess and 
arare able to fe able to flush the lines and pump out water flush frlush the lines and pump out water flush from om 

A REVOLUTIONARYA REVOLUTIONARY  
PUMPINGPUMPING    
TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
Twin screw pumping technology has proven toTwin screw pumping technology has proven to  
be a viable alternative for transferring multiphasebe a viable alternative for transferring multiphase  
products, and it is designed to be capable of runningproducts, and it is designed to be capable of running  
at much higher speeds than conventional positiveat much higher speeds than conventional positive  
displacement displacement pumps. For pumps. For the the sanitary market, sanitary market, AxiflowAxiflow  
pumps set a new benchmark for a variety of pumpingpumps set a new benchmark for a variety of pumping  
and mixing applications and offer viable solutions toand mixing applications and offer viable solutions to  
many difficult processing problems often experiencedmany difficult processing problems often experienced  
with positive displacement pumps.with positive displacement pumps.
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prprocess vessels without switchingocess vessels without switching  
to another pumpto another pump.. This has also done This has also done  
awaway with the need to haay with the need to havve a separatee a separate  
CIP pump to purCIP pump to purchase,chase, maintain, maintain,  
contrcontrol, and operol, and operate.ate.

THE RESULTTHE RESULT
The elimination of manual swingThe elimination of manual swing  
connections rconnections results in less downtimeesults in less downtime  
and morand more up time to meet pre up time to meet production oduction 

goals.goals.  WWith the number of flavith the number of flavor or 
changes dailchanges dailyy,, the ability of the  the ability of the 
AxifAxiflolow pump to perforw pump to perform bothm both  
prprocess duty on viscous process duty on viscous products oducts 
and oand ovverercome slip on thin prcome slip on thin products oducts 
like CIP has significantly incrlike CIP has significantly increased eased 
prprocess effocess efficiencyiciency..

The rThe result is faster presult is faster processing ocessing 
frfrom one fom one flavlavor to the next,or to the next, coupled  coupled 
with a vwith a variety of other benefariety of other benefitsits  

that accompanthat accompany incorporating twiny incorporating twin  
scrscrew pump technology into their ew pump technology into their 
prprocess.ocess. In addition to the boosted  In addition to the boosted 
prproductivityoductivity,, this pr this producer has oducer has 
utilized utilized AxifAxiflolow twin scrw twin screw pumpew pump  
technology to:technology to:    

  • • Eliminate prEliminate product-to-product-to-product oduct 
carrcarryyovoverer

  • • DecrDecrease labor expense due to ease labor expense due to 
the elimination of manual linethe elimination of manual line  
brbreakingeaking

  • • ImprImprovove pump perfore pump performancemance  
frfrom human erom human errrorors or manuals or manual  
mistakesmistakes

  • • ImprImprovove opere operator safetyator safety
  • • EnsurEnsure pre product quality throduct quality through ough 

minimizing contamination risks minimizing contamination risks 
that arthat are pre present duresent during maning manual ual 
line brline breaking eaking 

The Axiflow pump does haThe Axiflow pump does havve a e a 
higher initial cost than trhigher initial cost than traditional aditional 
pump alterpump alternatinativesves,, but it makes up but it makes up  
for that with an extrfor that with an extremely loemely low cost w cost 
and simplicity of oand simplicity of ownerwnershipship.. Because Because  
one pump performs twone pump performs two duties,o duties, spar spare e 
parparts and maintenance needs arts and maintenance needs are e 
simplified and thersimplified and there is no need for e is no need for 
duplicate pump contrduplicate pump controls.ols. Axif Axiflolow w 
twin scrtwin screw pumps can operew pumps can operate in the ate in the 
field for yfield for yearears befors before re requirequiring aning any y 
sparspare pare parts.ts.  

FFaster praster processing,ocessing, boosted  boosted 
prproductivityoductivity,, impr improoved safetyved safety, the, the  
added fadded flelexibility thrxibility through Axifough Axiflolow w 
twin scrtwin screw pump technology helped ew pump technology helped 
this ythis yogurogurt prt producer maintain the oducer maintain the 
uptime ruptime requirequired to keep up with their ed to keep up with their 
prproduction schedule and meet the oduction schedule and meet the 
rrapidly changing consumer demandsapidly changing consumer demands  
of the twof the twenty-fenty-firirst centurst centuryy. . 

TOM KORTETOM KORTE is director of sales for is director of sales for  

Rodem. 2021 marks Rodem’s fiftiethRodem. 2021 marks Rodem’s fiftieth  

year in business in the sanitaryyear in business in the sanitary  

processing industry. Rodem creditsprocessing industry. Rodem credits  

its success to a talented workforce,its success to a talented workforce,  

loyal customers, dedicated partners,loyal customers, dedicated partners,  

and the drive to provide valued clientsand the drive to provide valued clients  

with the best possible solutions andwith the best possible solutions and  

service. For more information, visitservice. For more information, visit    

www.rodem.comwww.rodem.com..

WEBWEBININARSARSWEBWEBININARSARSWEBWEBININARSARS

LEARNING LEARNING FOR TODFOR TODAY’SAY’S  
PUMP INDUSTRPUMP INDUSTRYY, , 

  AAT YT YOUR OUR FINGERFINGERTIPSTIPS
Whether yWhether your worour work focuses on k focuses on 
water and wwater and wastewaterastewater,, chemical  chemical 

prprocessing,ocessing, or original equipment  or original equipment 
manufacturing,manufacturing, y you need to stay upou need to stay up  

to date with the latest trto date with the latest training.aining. MPT’ MPT’s s 
hosted whosted webinars bring industry ebinars bring industry 

experts frexperts from leading companies to om leading companies to 
yyour computer and offer prour computer and offer professional ofessional 

cercertificates for completion.tificates for completion.

FOR MORE INFORMAFOR MORE INFORMATIONTION
J.J. Campbell (jay@mptmag Campbell (jay@mptmag.com).com)
visit our wvisit our website ebsite mptmag.commptmag.com
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POWER:POWER: 1 HP to 800 HP 1 HP to 800 HP

PERFORMANCE:PERFORMANCE: Best in Class Pumping VFD Best in Class Pumping VFD

EASE-EASE-OF-USEOF-USE:: Macros w/K Macros w/Keypad – GOOD!eypad – GOOD!  

HMI with FREE Program – BEST!HMI with FREE Program – BEST!

STOCK:STOCK: Chicago, IL U Chicago, IL U.S.A.S.A..

gamegame
CHANGERCHANGER

THE H100+THE H100+

ct us today  ct us today  ContaConta

yours soon!yours soon!to try to try 

EASY PID setup with LS HMI and free PUMPEASY PID setup with LS HMI and free PUMP  

program! Get up and running FAST!program! Get up and running FAST!
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SSulzer has deliulzer has deliververed fifteen of the ed fifteen of the 
larlargest pumps in its CP range togest pumps in its CP range to  
an operan operator in Irator in Iraq's Rumaila oil aq's Rumaila oil 

field. field. TThe pumps arhe pumps are pare part of a prt of a project oject 
to intrto introduce enhanced oil roduce enhanced oil recoecovvereryy  
(EOR) technology at se(EOR) technology at sevveral of theeral of the  
customer's wcustomer's well sites.ell sites.  TThe ten-stagehe ten-stage  
Super Duplex CP pumps will eachSuper Duplex CP pumps will each  
delivdeliver morer more than 132,000 gallons e than 132,000 gallons 
of water per hour at just under 200of water per hour at just under 200  
bar to the wbar to the well,ell, incr increasing reasing recoecovvereryy  
rrates signifates significantlicantlyy..

CLASS-LEADING EFFICIENCYCLASS-LEADING EFFICIENCY  
AND RELIABILITYAND RELIABILITY
FFolloollowing on frwing on from initial consultations om initial consultations 
betwbetween the customer and Sulzer oileen the customer and Sulzer oil  
and gas specialists,and gas specialists, the company's the company's  
CP pumps wCP pumps werere selected for the EOR e selected for the EOR 
application.application. The v The volute design of the CP olute design of the CP 
rrange offerange offers imprs improovved enered energy-effgy-efficiencyiciency  
oovver alterer alternativnative designs: the pumpse designs: the pumps  
could delivcould deliver the rer the requirequired pred pressuressure and e and 
vvolume using a 4.6 MW motor rolume using a 4.6 MW motor runningunning  
at 3,000 rpm. at 3,000 rpm. That wThat would savould save betwe between een 

300 and 500 kW of installed po300 and 500 kW of installed powwer at er at 
each pumpeach pump,, r reducing the capital cost of educing the capital cost of 
the equipment and delivthe equipment and deliverering significant ing significant 
operoperating cost savings oating cost savings ovver the lifetimeer the lifetime  
of the installation.of the installation.

The rThe remote location of the Rumaila emote location of the Rumaila 
field also meant that rfield also meant that reliability and eliability and 
strstraightforwaraightforward maintenance wd maintenance werere e 
a priora priorityity. . TThe CP pump offerhe CP pump offers goods good  
solids tolersolids tolerance,ance, r reducing the risk of educing the risk of 
damage if sand is carrdamage if sand is carried oied ovver into er into 
the feed waterthe feed water.. In addition, the pump In addition, the pump  

WATER INJECTION PUMPS WATER INJECTION PUMPS 
INCREASE RECOVERY RATESINCREASE RECOVERY RATES
Fifteen Sulzer pumps are optimizing production  Fifteen Sulzer pumps are optimizing production  
at Iraq's largest oil eldat Iraq's largest oil eld  
BY MING KUST, SULZER PUMPSBY MING KUST, SULZER PUMPS

As part of the engineering specification, the Sulzer sourcing team had to find a specialist NORSOK-qualified foundry that could produce parts using a particular grade As part of the engineering specification, the Sulzer sourcing team had to find a specialist NORSOK-qualified foundry that could produce parts using a particular grade 
of super duplex stainless steel. Sulzer has delivered fifteen of the largest pumps in its CP range to an operator in Iraq's Rumaila oil field.of super duplex stainless steel. Sulzer has delivered fifteen of the largest pumps in its CP range to an operator in Iraq's Rumaila oil field.
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casings arcasings are axially split,e axially split, allo allowing for wing for 
easy access when maintenance iseasy access when maintenance is  
rrequirequired. ed. With a long-track rWith a long-track recorecord d 
of wof work with Irork with Iraq's oil and gas aq's oil and gas 
industrindustryy, Sulz, Sulzer has specialist local er has specialist local 
field serfield service teams in the countrvice teams in the country toy to  
supporsupport its customert its customers on-site.s on-site.

ENGINEERED TO ORDERENGINEERED TO ORDER
While the CP pump has aWhile the CP pump has a  
standarstandardized and wdized and well-prell-proovenven  
design,design, pumps of this size ar pumps of this size are e 
engineerengineered to meet the customer's ed to meet the customer's 
prprecise operating specifications.ecise operating specifications. F For or 
this prthis project, that meant the Sulzoject, that meant the Sulzer er 

team had to complete an end-to-team had to complete an end-to-
end design,end design, sour source,ce, build, build, and test  and test 
prprogogrram in line with the customer's am in line with the customer's 
demanding delivdemanding deliverery schedule.y schedule.

As parAs part of the engineeringt of the engineering  
specification, the Sulzspecification, the Sulzer sourer sourcing cing 
team had to find a specialist NORSOK-team had to find a specialist NORSOK-
qualified foundrqualified foundry that could pry that could produce oduce 
parparts using a parts using a particular grticular grade of super ade of super 
duplex stainless steel.duplex stainless steel. The high-quality The high-quality  
material was centrmaterial was central to the design of the al to the design of the 
pumps and wpumps and would prould proovide long-tervide long-termm  
durdurability in the arability in the arduous application.duous application.

The fThe fifteen pumps and their drivifteen pumps and their drive e 
motormotors wers were all assembled on skids e all assembled on skids 
and string-tested at Sulzer's Leedsand string-tested at Sulzer's Leeds  
facility beforfacility before onware onward shipment d shipment 
to Irto Iraq.aq. Once in the countr Once in the countryy,, f fieldield  
engineerengineers helped the customer install s helped the customer install 
the pumps into thrthe pumps into three puree purpose builtpose built  
pumping stations.pumping stations. All fifteen wer All fifteen were e 
delivdeliverered on time in accored on time in accordance with dance with 
the customer's build schedulethe customer's build schedule..

LOOKING TO THE FUTURELOOKING TO THE FUTURE
FFolloollowing on frwing on from the success of the om the success of the 
new wnew water injection system,ater injection system, Sulzer Sulzer  
is also wis also working with the customerorking with the customer  
to supplto supply ry retretrofofit fit technology for a it fit technology for a 
number of legacy BB4 pumps acrnumber of legacy BB4 pumps across oss 
its Rumaila operits Rumaila operations.ations.  TThe customer'she customer's  
existing pumps had a poor rexisting pumps had a poor reliability eliability 
trtrack rack recorecord,d, with cor with corrrosion and osion and 
ererosion leading to a mean time beforosion leading to a mean time before e 
failurfailure (MTBF) of just eighteen months.e (MTBF) of just eighteen months.  
Sulzer's prSulzer's proovven ren retretrofofit technologyit technology  
uses moderuses modern materials and ann materials and an  
imprimprovoved design to extend MTBF toed design to extend MTBF to  
six or sesix or sevven yearen years,s, fur further enhancing ther enhancing 
the oil companthe oil company's opery's operations.ations.  

WEBWEBININARSARSWEBWEBININARSARSWEBWEBININARSARS
LEARNING FOR LEARNING FOR TODTODAAY’S PUMPY’S PUMP  

INDUSTRINDUSTRYY, A, AT T YYOUR FINGEROUR FINGERTIPSTIPS
Whether yWhether your wour work focuses on water and work focuses on water and wastewastewaterater,, chemical chemical  

prprocessing,ocessing, or or or or iginal equipment maniginal equipment manufacturufactur inging,, you need to sta you need to stay y 

up to date with the latest trup to date with the latest training.aining. MPT’ MPT’s hosted ws hosted webinarebinars bring s bring 

industrindustry ey experxper ts frts from leading companies to your computer andom leading companies to your computer and  

offer proffer professional cerofessional cer tiftif icates for completion.icates for completion.

N:N:FOR MORE INFORMAFOR MORE INFORMATIOTIO
JJ.. Campbell ( Campbell (jay@mptmagjay@mptmag.com.com) ) 

visit our wvisit our website ebsite mptmagmptmag.com.com

MING KUSTMING KUST is marketing and is marketing and  

communication communication manager for manager for SulzerSulzer  

Pumps. Pumps. A global A global leader in leader in fluidfluid  

engineering, engineering, Sulzer specializes Sulzer specializes inin  

pumping, agitation, mixing, separation,pumping, agitation, mixing, separation,  

and application technologies for fluidsand application technologies for fluids  

of of all types. all types. Sulzer’s Pumps Sulzer’s Pumps EquipmentEquipment  

division division specializes in specializes in pumpingpumping  

solutions specifically engineered for thesolutions specifically engineered for the  

processes of customers who seek theprocesses of customers who seek the  

market-leader in pumping solutions formarket-leader in pumping solutions for  

water, oil and gas, power, chemicals,water, oil and gas, power, chemicals,  

and most industrial segments. For moreand most industrial segments. For more  

information, visit information, visit www.sulzer.comwww.sulzer.com..
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Sun-Star ElecSun-Star Electric,tric, I Incnc..    
is the worldwide distributor for Hitachi submersible motors. Wis the worldwide distributor for Hitachi submersible motors. We e 

are also fully equipped to design and manufacture a custom are also fully equipped to design and manufacture a custom 

submersible motor for your specific project. Sun-Starsubmersible motor for your specific project. Sun-Star’s signature ’s signature 

line of oil and water filled motors are built to meet your exact line of oil and water filled motors are built to meet your exact 

requirements. Put our 40+ years of experience to work on yourrequirements. Put our 40+ years of experience to work on your  

next submersible motor project.next submersible motor project.

Sun-Star Electric, Inc.   888-SSun-Star Electric, Inc.   888-SUN-STUN-STARAR//800800--782-9675 782-9675   

sales@sunstarusa.com   wwwsales@sunstarusa.com   www.sunst.sunstarusa.comarusa.com

CUSCUSTOMTOMIZEDIZED  
SSUBMERSIBLE MUBMERSIBLE MOOTORSTORS
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HOW PMAC MOTORS HOW PMAC MOTORS   
ARE OFTEN THE BEST ARE OFTEN THE BEST 
SOLUTION FOR SOLUTION FOR   
PROCESSING APPLICATIONSPROCESSING APPLICATIONS
A high-performance and low-cost alternative to servo motors A high-performance and low-cost alternative to servo motors 
and induction motorsand induction motors  
BY MATT HANSON, BISON GEAR AND ENGINEERINGBY MATT HANSON, BISON GEAR AND ENGINEERING

VFsync motor shown with NEMA 56C mounting.VFsync motor shown with NEMA 56C mounting.    
IEC mounting styles also available.IEC mounting styles also available.
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SSelecting the right type of motor electing the right type of motor 
for yfor your next machine bour next machine build uild 
nonow includes a new option tow includes a new option to  

considerconsider..  Bison Gear and Engineer  Bison Gear and Engineeringing  
has intrhas introduced a platforoduced a platform of motorm of motors s 
called called VFsync that can help optimizeVFsync that can help optimize  
performance and minimize operformance and minimize ovvererall all 
costs.costs. Up until now Up until now,, engineer engineers whos who  
needed to contrneeded to control an axis on a ol an axis on a 
machine wmachine would typically specify aould typically specify a  
costlcostly sery servvo system. Other optionso system. Other options  
included motorincluded motors and drs and driivves that could es that could 
not rnot reliably deliveliably deliver a specifer a specified speedied speed  
without a feedback system and laborwithout a feedback system and labor--
intensivintensive commissioning.e commissioning. Bison’ Bison’s news new  
prproduct line product line proovides the intermediate vides the intermediate 
solution betwsolution between sereen servvos and inductionos and induction  
motormotors,s, deliv deliverering ving velocity contrelocity control ol 
using rusing recently intrecently introduced variableoduced variable  
frfrequency drequency driivves.es.

WHAT IS A PMAC MOTOR?WHAT IS A PMAC MOTOR?
A PMAA PMAC motor is a rC motor is a relativelativelely newy new  
prproduct in the marketplace.oduct in the marketplace. PMA PMAC C 
stands for permanent magnet,stands for permanent magnet,  
alteralternating currnating current. ent. TThis familhis family of y of 
motormotors uses a stator wound to opers uses a stator wound to operate ate 
on thron three phase windings coupled with a ee phase windings coupled with a 
rrotor that includes perotor that includes permanent magnetsmanent magnets..  
These motorThese motors rs rotate synchrotate synchronouslonously withy with  
the rthe rotating magnetic fotating magnetic field generield generated in ated in 
the phase windings.the phase windings.

FFrrom a machine builder's point ofom a machine builder's point of  
viewview,, PMA PMAC motorC motors opers operate at the ate at the 
exact speed yexact speed you specify using a ou specify using a VFD VFD 
(v(variable frariable frequency drivequency drive) instead e) instead 
of a serof a servvo dro driiveve. . TThat is a hugehat is a huge  
advadvantage when wantage when working on morking on multiple ultiple 
axis machines that raxis machines that requirequire more more e 
accuraccuracy than tracy than traditional induction aditional induction 
motormotors.s. Induction motor Induction motors opers operating ating 
speed is drivspeed is driven by the supplieden by the supplied  
frfrequency; bequency; but slight changes in ut slight changes in 
operoperating vating voltage or operoltage or operating ating 
tempertemperaturature can lead to speed e can lead to speed 
vvariations that arariations that are not desire not desirable..able..

WHY HAVE PMAC MOTORSWHY HAVE PMAC MOTORS  
EMERGED ONLY RECENTLY?EMERGED ONLY RECENTLY?
The many benefits of PMAThe many benefits of PMAC C 
technology havtechnology have been knoe been known for wn for 
manmany yy yearears:s:

  • • MotorMotors operate synchrs operate synchronouslyonously  
with input frwith input frequencyequency..
  • • Ability to operate at specifiedAbility to operate at specified  
speed espeed evven with noren with normal linemal line  
vvoltage variation.oltage variation.
  • • ImprImprovoved effed efficiency compariciency compared ed 
induction motorinduction motors.s.

HoHowweveverer, commer, commercially acially availablevailable  
PMAPMAC prC products havoducts have only re only recentlyecently  
begun to emerbegun to emerge.ge. Bison Gear and  Bison Gear and 

Engineering has led this trEngineering has led this trend end 
offering a broffering a broad road range of full-system ange of full-system 
PMAPMAC solutions,C solutions, with a br with a broad pooad powwer er 
rrange,ange, mounting, mounting, enclosur enclosure,e, and  and 
vvoltage confoltage configuriguration options.ation options.  The The 
emeremergence of imprgence of improovved variableed variable  
frfrequency drequency driivves has cres has created a eated a 
prproduct ecosystem roduct ecosystem ripe for PMAipe for PMAC C 
technologytechnology.. Multiple manufactur Multiple manufacturerers s 
nonow prw produce oduce VFDs capable of driving VFDs capable of driving 
permanent magnet style Apermanent magnet style AC motorC motors,s,  
with applications in most marketwith applications in most market  
segments prsegments previousleviously only optimizy only optimized ed 
with serwith servvo motoro motors.s.

ManMany of the y of the VFDs alrVFDs already installedeady installed  
for induction motorfor induction motors can also s can also 
supporsupport PMAt PMAC motorC motors.s. The higher The higher  
performance PMAperformance PMAC motorC motors can s can 
often roften replace the existing induction eplace the existing induction 
motormotors without the need to change or s without the need to change or 
upgrupgrade any other componentsade any other components..

ENCODER NOT REQUIREDENCODER NOT REQUIRED
TToday’oday’s s VFDs that rVFDs that run PMAun PMAC motorC motors s 
do so without sensordo so without sensors,s, eliminating the  eliminating the 
need for encoderneed for encoders.s. The majority of  The majority of 
vvelocity contrelocity control applications do not ol applications do not 
need the feedback in orneed the feedback in order to operateder to operate  
at a designated speed.at a designated speed. Running  Running 
without an encoder eliminates thewithout an encoder eliminates the  
efforeffort rt requirequired to commission the ed to commission the 
encoder as wencoder as well.ell. Bison has enclosed Bison has enclosed  

Internal permanent magnet (IPM) rotor core with skewed mounting to prevent cogging.Internal permanent magnet (IPM) rotor core with skewed mounting to prevent cogging.
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encoderencoders (as a standars (as a standard option) d option) 
avavailable if yailable if your application uses a our application uses a 
PLC and needs to operPLC and needs to operate at loate at low input w input 
motor speeds.motor speeds.

ALTERNATIVE TOALTERNATIVE TO  
SERVO MOTORSSERVO MOTORS
PMAPMAC motorC motors offer a no-comprs offer a no-compromiseomise  
solution for mansolution for many applications whery applications wheree  
serservvo motoro motors ars are used today—be used today—but at ut at 
less cost.less cost.

VVelocity contrelocity control is crol is critical foritical for  
manufacturing and other applicationsmanufacturing and other applications  
ininvvolving the coorolving the coordination of multipledination of multiple  
actions performed in conjunction with actions performed in conjunction with 
each othereach other.. For e For example,xample, the motor the motors s 
driving a packaging machine needdriving a packaging machine need  
to operto operate in sync with one another ate in sync with one another 
to ensurto ensure pre proper machine operoper machine operation.ation.  
Another example of vAnother example of velocity contrelocity control ol 
is constantlis constantly maintaining they maintaining the  
specified speed of fans in convspecified speed of fans in convectionection  
oovvens evens even while the line ven while the line voltage oltage 
vvaries consideraries considerably depending onably depending on  
installation location.installation location.

Most machine builderMost machine builders use sers use servvo o 
manufacturmanufacturerers PLCs and drivs PLCs and drives es 
to run their machines.to run their machines. Many of Many of  
these serthese servvo manufacturo manufacturerers havs have e 
VFDs that can run new PMAVFDs that can run new PMAC styleC style  
motormotors and operate within the PLCs and operate within the PLC  
prprogogrramming,amming, saving cost compar saving cost compareded  
to the serto the servvo dro driiveve..

ALTERNATIVE TOALTERNATIVE TO    
INDUCTION MOTORSINDUCTION MOTORS
Not onlNot only is thery is there a compelling e a compelling 
case for considering PMAcase for considering PMAC motorC motors s 

as a less expensias a less expensive and simplerve and simpler  
alteralternatinative to servve to servo motoro motors,s, but PMA but PMAC C 
motormotors ars are also re also replacing induction eplacing induction 
motormotors in many applications.s in many applications. F For or 
an incran incremental cost comparemental cost compared to ed to 
a compara comparable induction motorable induction motor, the, the  
existing inexisting invvestment in an estment in an VFD can VFD can 
be lebe levveraged to easileraged to easily upgry upgrade to ade to 
take advtake advantage of the perforantage of the performancemance  
imprimprovovements and vements and velocity and elocity and 
motion contrmotion control prol previousleviously onlyy only  
avavailable with serailable with servvo/encoder systems.o/encoder systems.

PMAC MOTORS HAVE SEVERALPMAC MOTORS HAVE SEVERAL  
IMPORTANT ADVANTAGESIMPORTANT ADVANTAGES
PMAPMAC technology also prC technology also proovides vides 
manmany advy advantages and benefantages and benefits ofits of  
imporimportance to setance to seververal applications.al applications.

1.1.  Ability to synchr  Ability to synchronize monize multiple  ultiple  
    axaxes at the same speed.es at the same speed.

2.2.  Eff  Efficiency:iciency: low lower heating watts  er heating watts  
    genergenerated means a cooler  ated means a cooler    
    running motorrunning motor, incr, increasing life.easing life.

3.3.  Po  Powwer density: Higherer density: Higher  
      efficiency alloefficiency allows ows ovvererall  all    
      motor size to be rmotor size to be reduced.educed.      
    A 1-horA 1-horsepowsepower er VFsync motor  VFsync motor  
    consumes 176 cubic inches  consumes 176 cubic inches  
    comparcompared to a conved to a conventional  entional  
    thrthree-phase motor at 398 ee-phase motor at 398   
    cubic inches.cubic inches.

4.4.  Reduced w  Reduced weight: Impreight: Improovved  ed    
    use of magnetic materials helps  use of magnetic materials helps  
    to rto reduce weight.educe weight.  WWith the  ith the    
    same 1-horsame 1-horsepowsepower example,er example,    
    the wthe weight is reight is reduced freduced from 38  om 38  
    pounds to 14 pounds.pounds to 14 pounds.

5.5.  W  Wider speed rider speed range: PMAange: PMAC  C    
    motormotors can prs can proovide nameplatevide nameplate    
    tortorque,que, without a feedback  without a feedback   
    encoderencoder,, as low as as low as  
    500 RPM,500 RPM, synchr synchronouslyonously..

6.6.  Impr  Improovved stared starting torting torque,que,    
    typicalltypically 30 pery 30 percent better than cent better than   
    induction motorinduction motors.s.

IN CONCLUSIONIN CONCLUSION
VVelocity contrelocity control applications arol applications are e 
prime candidates for Bison’prime candidates for Bison’s news new  
VFsync prVFsync product offeroduct offeringing. . TThe platformhe platform  
of motorof motors operates ws operates well with most ell with most 
manufacturmanufacturerers' drivs' drives,es, including  including 
leading PLC/serleading PLC/servvo panel setups,o panel setups,  
as these manufacturas these manufacturerers havs have e VFDs VFDs 
that integrthat integrate within the PLC system ate within the PLC system 
ararchitecturchitecture.e. In most applications  In most applications 
encoderencoders ars are not re not requirequired, red, reducingeducing  
the costs associated with feedback,the costs associated with feedback,  
shielding and cables.shielding and cables.

Commissioning the new motorCommissioning the new motors ars aree  
strstraightforwaraightforward and typically rd and typically requirequire e 
sesevven to ten attren to ten attribibutes frutes from the motor om the motor 
to be up and running,to be up and running, significantly significantly  
less intensivless intensive than compatible sere than compatible servvo o 
motormotors.s. The motor The motors ars are manufacture manufactured ed 
at Bison’at Bison’s motor facility in St.s motor facility in St. Charles, Charles,  
Illinois,Illinois, and ar and are re readily aeadily availablevailable..

Whether yWhether you arou are looking for e looking for 
a less expensia less expensive alternativve alternative to a e to a 
serservvo motoro motor, without compr, without compromising omising 
performance and functionalityperformance and functionality,,  
or yor you arou are looking to gain better e looking to gain better 
performance and added functionality performance and added functionality 
comparcompared to an induction motor,ed to an induction motor,  
PMAPMAC motorC motors ars are an optione an option  
wwororth considering.th considering.  

Internal view of VFsync motor with IPM rotor core and inverter duty stator windings.Internal view of VFsync motor with IPM rotor core and inverter duty stator windings.

MATT HANSONMATT HANSON is general manager, is general manager,  

industrial industrial markets, for markets, for Bison Gear Bison Gear andand  

Engineering. The company has beenEngineering. The company has been  

in operation since 1960, designing andin operation since 1960, designing and  

manufacturing long-lasting and robustmanufacturing long-lasting and robust  

fractional fractional horsepower AC horsepower AC motors, DC motors, DC 

Motors, Motors, and PMDC and PMDC motors, gearboxes, motors, gearboxes, 

gear reducers, as well as a fullgear reducers, as well as a full  

selection selection of AC of AC and DC and DC parallel parallel shaftshaft  

gearmotors, right-angle gearmotors,gearmotors, right-angle gearmotors,  

and and brushless DC brushless DC gearmotors. Some gearmotors. Some 

newer technology includes hypoidnewer technology includes hypoid  

gearmotors gearmotors and IP69K and IP69K wash-downwash-down  

gearmotors. For more information, visitgearmotors. For more information, visit  

www.bisongear.comwww.bisongear.com..
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cost,cost, and r and risk.isk.  Which is wherWhich is where selective selective e 
plating such as the SIFCO Prplating such as the SIFCO Processocess ®®  
rreally come into its oeally come into its own,wn, as many w as many world-orld-
class manufacturclass manufacturerers havs have discoe discovverered.ed.

THE ADVANTAGE OFTHE ADVANTAGE OF  
BEING SELECTIVEBEING SELECTIVE
With selectivWith selective plating,e plating, the ke the key wy worord d 
is definitely is definitely “selectiv“selective.e.”” Nickel Nickel  
plating that mirrplating that mirrorors the performance s the performance 
charcharacteristics of ENP can be applied acteristics of ENP can be applied 
accuraccurately to small and clearlately to small and clearly defined y defined 
arareas without the need to immereas without the need to immerse se 
the parthe part in a plating bath.t in a plating bath.  TThis doeshis does  
awaway with the need to ray with the need to replate the eplate the 
whole part, and in manwhole part, and in many cases,y cases, the  the 
need to disassemble components tooneed to disassemble components too..  
MorMore impore importantly perhapstantly perhaps, the plating, the plating  
equipment can be taken to the parequipment can be taken to the part andt and  
applied in situ,applied in situ, eliminating the need to  eliminating the need to 
rremovemove it and all the associated costs of e it and all the associated costs of 
dodowntime and delawntime and delays.ys.

So hoSo how does it ww does it work,ork, and ho and how w 
effectiveffective is it?e is it?

SelectivSelective electre electroplating is actuallyoplating is actually  
a long-established technologya long-established technology,,  
originally deoriginally developed in 1938.veloped in 1938. T Todaodayy,,  
the SIFCO Prthe SIFCO Process of selectivocess of selective e 
plating has apprplating has approvovals acrals across multipleoss multiple  
industries,industries, including militar including militaryy,,  
aeraerospace,ospace, and ener and energygy,, and comes and comes  
with powith powwerful rerful recommendations.ecommendations.

In selectivIn selective (or bre (or brush) platingush) plating,,  
an electric curan electric currrent is run thrent is run through a ough a 
circircuit which is completed when ancuit which is completed when an  
anode—the plating brush—touches anode—the plating brush—touches 
the component to be plated.the component to be plated. This This  
alloallows the deposit to fws the deposit to flolow onto the w onto the 
negativnegatively charely charged parged part.t. This entir This entire e 
prprocess is done without the need ocess is done without the need 

to immerto immerse the parse the part in a trt in a traditional aditional 
plating tank.plating tank. The deposit can be The deposit can be  
applied accurapplied accurately and rately and reliableliably toy to  
vverery localizy localized ared areas without the need eas without the need 
for post- machiningfor post- machining.. Deposition r Deposition rates ates 
arare also up to 60 times faster than tank e also up to 60 times faster than tank 
platingplating,, fur further minimizing dother minimizing downtime.wntime.

PLATING PORTABILITYPLATING PORTABILITY
Though it can be automated,Though it can be automated,  
selectivselective electre electroplating is an effectivoplating is an effective e 
manual prmanual process rocess requiring minimal equiring minimal 
equipment—typicallequipment—typically a pory a portabletable  
kit which can be easilkit which can be easily carry carried toied to  
facilitate the spot rfacilitate the spot retouching.etouching.  

Component selected for electroless nickel plating.Component selected for electroless nickel plating.
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AparApart frt from porom portability and being able to rtability and being able to repair specifepair specificic  
arareas,eas, the plating quality of the SIFCO Pr the plating quality of the SIFCO Processocess ®® is compar is comparable able 
to tank plating in terms of perforto tank plating in terms of performancemance, har, hardness anddness and  
adhesion.adhesion. Just like tr Just like traditional tank plating methods,aditional tank plating methods, selectiv selective e 
plating forms a metallurplating forms a metallurgical bond to the base material. gical bond to the base material. The The 
selectivselective plating pre plating process can also delivocess can also deliver good rer good results on esults on 
aluminum substraluminum substrates that may rates that may requirequire ENP touchupe ENP touchup..  

AN ELECTROLYTIC NICKEL-PHOSPHORUSAN ELECTROLYTIC NICKEL-PHOSPHORUS  
OPTION FOR SELECTIVE REPAIROPTION FOR SELECTIVE REPAIR
SIFCO ASC has a speciallSIFCO ASC has a specially dey developed coating—5709 nickel-veloped coating—5709 nickel-
phosphorphosphorous—the same plating alloy used in electrous—the same plating alloy used in electrolessoless  
nickel platingnickel plating..  What is unique about 5709 nickel-phosphorWhat is unique about 5709 nickel-phosphorous ous 
is the ability of the plating operis the ability of the plating operator to adjust plating ator to adjust plating 
parparameterameters to apply differs to apply different leent levvels of phosphorels of phosphorus contentus content  
depending on the specific application. depending on the specific application. TThushus, with one plating, with one plating  
solution,solution, both lo both low and high phosphorw and high phosphorous type coatings can ous type coatings can 
be applied depending on the desirbe applied depending on the desired surface characteristicsed surface characteristics..  
When applied with a high phosphorWhen applied with a high phosphorous content, the coatingous content, the coating  
structurstructure changes fre changes from crom crystalline to amorphous,ystalline to amorphous, r resulting in esulting in 
a coating with superb corra coating with superb corrosion rosion resistance presistance properoperties.ties.  

FinallFinallyy,, the SIFCO Pr the SIFCO Process offerocess offers a rs a range of envirange of environmentallyonmentally  
safe altersafe alternatinativesves.. It also uses less ener It also uses less energy and prgy and produces less oduces less 
effeffluent wluent waste than tank plating,aste than tank plating, and brings consider and brings considerable able 
enenvirvironmental benefonmental benefits tooits too..

FFor operor operations committed to in-house rations committed to in-house resouresources,ces, the  the 
prprocess can also be automated to delivocess can also be automated to deliver consistent er consistent 
application during both prapplication during both pre-tre-treatment and plating.eatment and plating. Data  Data 
logging and trlogging and traceability can be added to the list of benefaceability can be added to the list of benefitsits..

AN OPTIMAL SOLUTIONAN OPTIMAL SOLUTION
ElectrElectroless nickel plating is an established, effectioless nickel plating is an established, effective andve and  
necessarnecessary pry process,ocess, impr improoving the corrving the corrosion rosion resistance of esistance of 
components acrcomponents across viross virtually all industry sectortually all industry sectors.s. Ho Howweveverer,,  
it is not an ideal solution for rit is not an ideal solution for repairepairs and rs and retouching,etouching, lar largelgelyy  
because for rbecause for repairepairs,s, it r it requirequires the res the remoemoval and rval and replating eplating 
of the whole component.of the whole component. This, This, in tur in turn,n, adds time and cost  adds time and cost 
to operto operations.ations.

As a tried-and-tested alterAs a tried-and-tested alternativnative,e, selectiv selective plating with the e plating with the 
SIFCO PrSIFCO Process delivocess deliverers ease,s ease, speed, and con speed, and convvenience.enience. Most  Most 
imporimportantltantlyy,, it cr it creates a tough, correates a tough, corrosion rosion resistant fesistant finish oninish on  
eevven the smallest aren the smallest areas,eas, pr presereserving the function and integrity ving the function and integrity 
of the component while minimizing doof the component while minimizing downtime and costs.wntime and costs.  

THOMAS CHAPMANTHOMAS CHAPMAN  is Northeast is Northeast sales manager sales manager at at SIFCO ASC. SIFCO ASC. 

A A Quaker Houghton Quaker Houghton company, SIFCO company, SIFCO ASC ASC provides practical, provides practical, 

cost-effective selective brush plating solutions to improve partcost-effective selective brush plating solutions to improve part  

performance and reduce manufacturing costs through corrosionperformance and reduce manufacturing costs through corrosion  

protection, increased wear resistance, increased hardness,protection, increased wear resistance, increased hardness,  

improved improved conductivity, anti-galling, conductivity, anti-galling, or slip. or slip. SIFCO SIFCO ASC surface ASC surface 

enhancement technologies and brush plating services have beenenhancement technologies and brush plating services have been  

used for over fifty years on both OEM components and on partsused for over fifty years on both OEM components and on parts  

requiring refurbishment in the aerospace, oil and gas, generalrequiring refurbishment in the aerospace, oil and gas, general  

industry, and power generation sectors. For more information,industry, and power generation sectors. For more information,  

visit visit www.sifcoasc.comwww.sifcoasc.com..

Area with Nickel 2086 lightly hand blended.Area with Nickel 2086 lightly hand blended.
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For For more more information, information, visitvisit

WWW.ATLASCOPCO.COM/EN-US/CONSTRUCTION-EQUIPMENT.WWW.ATLASCOPCO.COM/EN-US/CONSTRUCTION-EQUIPMENT.

ATLAS COPCOATLAS COPCO  

AA t Atlas Copcot Atlas Copco, w, we are are dre driiven bven by innoy innovation.vation.  
Our new POur new PAAC FloC Flow Series pumps arw Series pumps are designed e designed 
with thrwith three key featuree key features in mind:es in mind: perfor performancemance,,  

technologytechnology,, and ser and serviceability that bring yviceability that bring you best-in-class ou best-in-class 

performance.performance.

The PThe PAAC F66 and F88 featurC F66 and F88 feature an enclosed impeller e an enclosed impeller 

that can pass a 3-inch spherical solid, meaning wthat can pass a 3-inch spherical solid, meaning when it hen it 
comes to fcomes to flolow and perforw and performancemance, it can get the job done, it can get the job done..  

Our carOur carefully thought-out design brings yefully thought-out design brings you up to 82 ou up to 82 

perpercent effcent efficiencyiciency.. Our priming system is po Our priming system is powerwered bed by ay a  

diaphrdiaphragm vacuum pump that deliagm vacuum pump that deliververs 50 cfm,s 50 cfm, meaning  meaning 

yyou get a faster prime and can starou get a faster prime and can start pumping quickert pumping quicker..  

When crWhen crafting our Floafting our Flow Serw Seriesies, w, we kept the same e kept the same 
design components as other Atlas Copco pumpsdesign components as other Atlas Copco pumps. Our. Our  

polpolyyethylene fuel tanks haethylene fuel tanks havve a massive a massive adve advantage againstantage against  

steel fuel tanks that prsteel fuel tanks that prevevent any oent any oxidation within the tank,xidation within the tank,  

thus incrthus increasing the lifetime of the fuel system.easing the lifetime of the fuel system.  

Another technological advAnother technological advantage within the Pantage within the PAAC FloC Floww  

rrange is our QR code.ange is our QR code. Scan the QR code on y Scan the QR code on your mobile our mobile 

dedevice to take yvice to take you to Poou to Powwer Connect, connecting yer Connect, connecting you with ou with 
rrelevelevant machine information and documents,ant machine information and documents, all in the  all in the 

palm of ypalm of your hand.our hand.

One of the grOne of the greatest featureatest features of the Pes of the PAAC FloC Flow pumps is w pumps is 

the ease of serthe ease of serviceabilityviceability. . WWe designed these units with e designed these units with 

our patented swing-door solutions that givour patented swing-door solutions that give you accesse you access  

to the impeller and the hearto the impeller and the heart of the pump within mint of the pump within minutes.utes.  
TTwwo additional featuro additional features that enhance seres that enhance serviceability arviceability are e 

our semi-carour semi-cartridge seal design and link belt.tridge seal design and link belt. Both activ Both activelyely  

rreduce your mean time to reduce your mean time to repairepair,, so y so you can continue you can continue your our 

operoperations quicker and morations quicker and more efficientlye efficiently..  

With fWith flolows up to 3,950 gallons per minute and heads tows up to 3,950 gallons per minute and heads to  

200 feet,200 feet, y you can easily trou can easily transfer and dewansfer and dewater in quarater in quarry ry 
and mining applications,and mining applications, complete sew complete sewer bypasseser bypasses, and, and  

prprovide diesel backup systems for seovide diesel backup systems for sewwer lift stations.er lift stations. No  No 

matter the application,matter the application, the Atlas Copco Flo the Atlas Copco Flow Series can w Series can 

get the job done.get the job done.    

PAC FLOW SERIES PUMPSPAC FLOW SERIES PUMPS

FEATURED PRODUCTFEATURED PRODUCT
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ARMSTRONG FLUID TECHNOLOGYARMSTRONG FLUID TECHNOLOGY    
DESIGN ENVELOPE FIRE PUMP WITH FIRE PUMP MANAGERDESIGN ENVELOPE FIRE PUMP WITH FIRE PUMP MANAGER

ArmstrArmstrong Fluid Tong Fluid Technology has unvechnology has unveiled its Design Enveiled its Design Envelope Firelope Fire pump unit along e pump unit along 
with Firwith Fire Pump Managere Pump Manager, a ne, a neww, connected service for tr, connected service for tracking pump performance.acking pump performance.  
In addition to prIn addition to prooviding imporviding important new safety benefits,tant new safety benefits, Design En Design Envvelope Firelope Fire Pump e Pump 
holds the distinction of being the firholds the distinction of being the first self-rst self-regulating variable-speed fegulating variable-speed f irire pump to e pump to 
meet NFPmeet NFPA-20 (2019 Edition), Section 4.8 standarA-20 (2019 Edition), Section 4.8 standards.ds. Armstr Armstrong belieong believes engineerves engineers,s,  
contrcontractoractors,s, and o and ownerwners will get the best possible performance and value frs will get the best possible performance and value from fom f irire e 
safety systems at esafety systems at every phase in the life-cycle of a buildingvery phase in the life-cycle of a building. F. For moror more infore information,mation, visit  visit 
wwwwww.ar.armstrongfluidtechnologymstrongfluidtechnology.com.com . . 

WEIDMULLERWEIDMULLER  
KLIPPON CONNECT TERMINAL BLOCKSKLIPPON CONNECT TERMINAL BLOCKS

Klippon Connect high-currKlippon Connect high-current terent terminal blocks support the entirminal blocks support the entire panel e panel 
building prbuilding process with their convincing concept.ocess with their convincing concept.  Whether it's simple Whether it's simple 
handling when connecting the conductorhandling when connecting the conductors,s, mor more space in the contre space in the control ol 
cabinet,cabinet, or time savings during installation: Klippon Connect makes a or time savings during installation: Klippon Connect makes a  
significant contrsignificant contribibution toution towarwards incrds increasing preasing productivityoductivity,, eff eff iciencyiciency,, and  and 
safetysafety.. The r The range of individual terminal block systems,ange of individual terminal block systems, pr prefabrefabricatedicated  
blocks,blocks, and various mounting options lea and various mounting options leaves nothing to be desirves nothing to be desired.ed.  
CustomerCustomers can choose frs can choose from throm three-,ee-, four four-,-, and f and f ivive-pole block variations.e-pole block variations.  
PrPrefabricated supply blocks refabricated supply blocks reduce the number of variations and storeduce the number of variations and storagagee  
costs.costs. F For moror more infore information,mation, visit  visit wwwwww.weidmuller.weidmuller.com.com . . 

NAINAI      
STEADY LINK SERIES-S GPS AND SYNC CABLE ASSEMBLIESSTEADY LINK SERIES-S GPS AND SYNC CABLE ASSEMBLIES

NAI’NAI’s Steady Link Series-S Cable Assemblies prs Steady Link Series-S Cable Assemblies provide high provide high precision FTSP ecision FTSP 
performance for use with Nokia AirScale wirperformance for use with Nokia AirScale wireless systems and cellular eless systems and cellular 
installations.installations. Series-S Cable Assemblies accommodate the gr Series-S Cable Assemblies accommodate the groowing demand wing demand 
for 5G mobile netwfor 5G mobile networks.orks. The They will accommodate a variety of 5G applications,y will accommodate a variety of 5G applications,  
frfrom small office/home offom small office/home off ice (SOHO) to airporice (SOHO) to airports,ts, commer commercial entercial enterprises,prises,  
and eand even deep rurven deep rural villages.al villages.  TThese interhese interconnects supporconnects support the challenges oft the challenges of  
the rthe rapidly deapidly developing internet of things (IoT) for high-capacity netwveloping internet of things (IoT) for high-capacity networks withorks with  
simsimultaneously connected deultaneously connected devices and lovices and low latencyw latency.. For mor For more information, visite information, visit      
wwwwww.nai-group.nai-group.com/sync_assemblies.com/sync_assemblies . . 

DINKLE INTERNATIONALDINKLE INTERNATIONAL  
SIGNAL INTERFACE MODULESSIGNAL INTERFACE MODULES

Dinkle InterDinkle International announces anational announces availability of its complete line of interfacevailability of its complete line of interface  
modules,modules, used to simplify and impr used to simplify and improove rve reliability of automation connections and eliability of automation connections and 
signal consignal convverersions,sions, in a compact for in a compact form factorm factor. User. Users will rs will realize manealize many benefits in y benefits in 
their designs btheir designs by taking advy taking advantage of these univantage of these univerersal interface modules.sal interface modules.  When When 
crcreating automation systems using major PLC breating automation systems using major PLC brands like Allen-Brands like Allen-Bradleadleyy,, Key Keyence,ence,  
Mitsubishi,Mitsubishi, Omr Omron, Siemenson, Siemens, and mor, and more,e, designer designers ars are challenged to connect e challenged to connect 
an ean everver-incr-increasing number of equipment signals to the I/O modules.easing number of equipment signals to the I/O modules. For mor For more e 
information, visit information, visit wwwwww.dinkle.com/en/electronics_List/interface-module.dinkle.com/en/electronics_List/interface-module . . 
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EFFICIENCY POINTEFFICIENCY POINTEFFICIENCY POINTEFFICIENCY POINT

To listen to an extended version ofTo listen to an extended version of  

this interview, be sure to subscribe tothis interview, be sure to subscribe to  

MPT’s podcast, The Efficiency Point.MPT’s podcast, The Efficiency Point.  

OO n-site motor inspection is a useful and necessarn-site motor inspection is a useful and necessaryy  
maintenance tool for semaintenance tool for sevveral industrieseral industries, b, but it does ut it does 
prpresent cost huresent cost hurdles for many facilitiesdles for many facilities.. Nidec  Nidec 

Motor Corporation is attempting to knock those hurMotor Corporation is attempting to knock those hurdlesdles  
dodown by launching a virtual test serwn by launching a virtual test service that will allovice that will alloww  
customercustomers to rs to remotely witness and monitor motor testingemotely witness and monitor motor testing  
at its manufacturing facility in Mena,at its manufacturing facility in Mena, Arkansas Arkansas. On a r. On a recentecent  
episode of MPT’episode of MPT’s podcast,s podcast, Nidec’ Nidec’s Davs Dave Lyle joined us toe Lyle joined us to  
fill in the details.fill in the details.

MPT:MPT:  WWhat are some of the needs thahat are some of the needs that Nidec's virt Nidec's virtualtual  

test sertest services look to fill? vices look to fill? And whom do yAnd whom do you see is the ou see is the 

potential target customer for this service?potential target customer for this service?

DAVE LYLE:DAVE LYLE: Basicall Basicallyy,, the whole purpose of the vir the whole purpose of the virtualtual  
testing is to rtesting is to really ensureally ensure test compliance to anybodye test compliance to anybody  
that's inthat's invvolvolved with specifed with specific motoric motors that ars that are being e being 
manufacturmanufactured by Nideced by Nidec. . And rAnd reallyeally, b, by actually seeing liy actually seeing liveve  
testing of a motor that thetesting of a motor that they wy would purould purchase,chase, it def it definitelinitely y 
prprovides our customerovides our customers and their end users and their end users,s, in many in many  
cases,cases, the ability to validate the motor performance  the ability to validate the motor performance 
charcharacteristics and specifacteristics and specifications prior to shipping the ications prior to shipping the 
prproduct to the customer.oduct to the customer. And it also eliminates the time And it also eliminates the time  
and costs associated with trand costs associated with travaveling.eling. Nidec does offer an  Nidec does offer an 
on-site witness test,on-site witness test, but the vir but the virtual testing is rtual testing is reallyeally, in our, in our  
opinion,opinion, a lot mor a lot more conve convenient waenient way for our customery for our customers s 
and end userand end users to actually witness and view a test beings to actually witness and view a test being  
performed at our manufacturing facilityperformed at our manufacturing facility..

MPT:MPT:  Can virtual test serCan virtual test services be customized to meetvices be customized to meet  

specific needs thaspecific needs that might vt might varary from one customery from one customer  

to the next?to the next?

DAVE LYLE: DAVE LYLE: Those who knoThose who know Nidec know that ww Nidec know that we pre produce a oduce a 
lot of differlot of different prent products for a lot of markets and applications.oducts for a lot of markets and applications.  
And again,And again, each of those segments in the industr each of those segments in the industry hay have theirve their  
oown distinct specifwn distinct specificationsications..  TThe customerhe customers and end users and end users s 
can easilcan easily vy validate the pralidate the products that we offer throducts that we offer through thisough this  
virvirtual test offering that wtual test offering that we have have noe noww. . And our customerAnd our customers s 
then can select the actual tests thethen can select the actual tests they need specify need specific toic to  
their application,their application, along with the end user along with the end users’ needs in theirs’ needs in their  
application,application, and r and really customizeally customize tests that might be needed e tests that might be needed 
in orin order to qualify the prder to qualify the product product prior to shipment.ior to shipment.

MPT:MPT:  HoHow much back and forth between the customer w much back and forth between the customer 

and the engineering team would be possible?and the engineering team would be possible?

DAVE LYLE: DAVE LYLE: During the test, wDuring the test, whichehichever the case maver the case may be,y be,  
whether it's a performance test,whether it's a performance test, a heat r a heat run,un, vibr vibration or ation or 
sound test,sound test, the customer the customers will be able to talk dirs will be able to talk directly toectly to  
the specialist who's performing the test,the specialist who's performing the test, and the and they can y can 
answanswer the majorer the majority of the questions that the customer ority of the questions that the customer or  
end user maend user may havy have thre throughout the test sequences that woughout the test sequences that we e 
perform. Fperform. For moror more technical questions that are technical questions that are obviousle obviously y 
going to be asked thrgoing to be asked throughout these testings,oughout these testings, we'll ha we'll havve e 
vvarious times thrarious times throughout the test sequence or throughout the test sequence or throughout oughout 
the dathe dayy, depending on ho, depending on how long these tests will run.w long these tests will run.  

WWe offer time scheduled for our engineering teams to e offer time scheduled for our engineering teams to 
get online and answget online and answer those morer those more technical questions e technical questions 
that mathat maybe the test specialists can’t answybe the test specialists can’t answer at that time.er at that time.  
Our engineering team will be fully engaged at vOur engineering team will be fully engaged at varariousious  
times thrtimes throughout these tests to answer those questionsoughout these tests to answer those questions..  
Along with that,Along with that, of cour of course,se, w we can alwe can always perform ays perform 
follofollow up meetings,w up meetings, either that same da either that same day or evy or even after en after 
the tests arthe tests are conducted. e conducted. WWe’e’rre a very sere a very service-orientedvice-oriented  
compancompanyy,, and w and we want to make sure want to make sure our customere our customers and s and 
userusers ars are completely satisfied with the pre completely satisfied with the product.oduct. So we'r So we're e 
100 per100 percent avcent available for anyailable for any  
additional technical questions oradditional technical questions or  
technical supportechnical support needed oncet needed once  
the motor ships.the motor ships.    

ON-SITE MOTOR ON-SITE MOTOR   
INSPECTION GOES VIRTUALINSPECTION GOES VIRTUAL
Nidec’s Dave Lyle on expanding testing services  Nidec’s Dave Lyle on expanding testing services  
in an online spacein an online space








